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Abstract

With the current budget constraints and Congressional

pressure to reduce the size of the military, combined with

the need to keep quality personnel on active duty; it is

increasingly important to determine factors which influence

the military member to remain on active duty or choose to

separate from the military service. Military Family Housing

(MFH) has long been considered one of the benefits of being

in the Armed Forces. Senior leadership in the military has

felt, and stated before Congress, that MFH has a direct

effect on the career decisions of military personnel.

The purpose of this thesis was to statistically tie an

individual's desire to remain on active military service

with his/her satisfaction with housing. A survey instrument

was developed and distributed to Air Force members who were

eligible to reside in MFH. The results were then analyzed

using correlations and regressions to establish a

statistical link between individual's intent to remain in

the Air Force and his/her overall housing satisfaction

level. In addition, many factors about housing were

evaluated to determine which factors, if any, could account

for the variation in the overall housing satisfaction level.

Both the military member's satisfaction level and the

spouse's satisfaction level were statistically linked to the

vi



member's intent to remain on active duty. In addition,

several factors were identified as contributing to the

variance in the housing satisfaction level of the member or

the spouse. For the member; size of bedrooms, convenience

to base or duty station, size of residence, appearance of

the neighborhood, personal safety and security, external

appearance of the residence, and quality of maintenance and

repair were significant. For the spouse; size of the

residence, air conditioning system, external appearance of

the residence, availability of child care services and

facilities, purity of the water source, and convenience to

major medical facilities were significantly linked.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS HOUSING IMPROVEMENTS
HAVE ON RETENTION OF AIR FORCE PERSONNEL

I. Introduction

General Issue

"Excellent housing facilities and services shall be

provided for all military members, their families, and

eligible civilians. Continual improvement in quality is the

measurement of excellence" (DOD, June 1988:1-1). That is

the general policy guidance from the Assistant Secretary of

Defense, Production and Logistics, on the subject of DOD

housing management. The reason for this emphasis is that

the Department of Defense, like many other organizations, is

striving to keep highly 'rained and positively motivated

personnel on active duty. Defense Secretary Weinberger

stated in his Annual Report to Congress Fiscal Year 1988,

"Facilities are peacetime force multipliers because they

have a positive effect on peoples' [sic] performance" (DOD,

1987:316). Further, the Department of Defense has realized

that the typical military member of today responds to

different motivational stimuli than in the past. There is a

much greater emphasis on the role of the family in the

career intention of the service member. As Defense

Secretary Carlucci stated to Congress,

Coupled with the problem of our facilities' age is
the fact that the housing requiremtnts of our
armed forces are far different now. The
demographics have changed with the advent of the



all-volunteer force and require an increased

emphasis on the family. (DOD, January 1988:177)

The U.S. Air Force has approximately 150 bases

containing over 150,000 housing units. Keeping tnese

housing units in adequate condition, requires continual

repair, upgrade, and renovation as they get older so they

continue to be desireable, pleasing, and viable housing

alteri.atives for Air Force families. General Welch, former

USAF Chief of Staff, supported excellence in family housing

and stated recently that housing revitalization was his

number one facility issue (Borges, 1989).

Whole house revitalization is the means the Air Force

has developed to improve its existing housing units. In a

recent publication, Unit Assessment Guide, with Guidelines

for Neighborhood Improvement, the researchers stated:

On most Air Force bases, existing fdmily housing
stock has reached an age and general state of
repair that is inadequate by contemporary
standards. The Whole House Revitalization Program
has established a systematic approach to determine
the extent of repair and modernization needed to
upgrade these housing units and to estimate total
program cost. (Stroh and Fisher, 1988:ii)

Whole house revitalization is the concept of doing all of

the repair, maintenance, and modernization to a housing unit

at one time. The intent is to produce a unit which will

last an additional 20 years or more beLore other large

expenditures are again required. Using this concept, there

is less inconvenience to the housing resident (work is

usually performed while the unl is vacant) and is much more

efficient for the Air Force. Congressional members have
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seen the merit in this program and recently commended the

Air Force for "being a leader in the whole house improvement

concept" (101st Congress, 1989:39). They further stated:

Whole house improvements. The Committee continues
to be supportive, within budgetary guidelines,
with the concept of whole house improvements to
existing family housing units. The Committee
believes that the concept provides a cost-
effective way to modernize the inventory of older
family housing. The whole house improvement
requires that the unit be vacated for a one-time
refurbishment. This is far superior to the piece-
meal approach which in many instances is done
while families are trying to live in a unit.
(101st Congress, 1989:38-39)

Large housing projects (like all large facility

projects) must be briefed to and approved by four

congressional committees prior to funding (DOD, June 1988:2-

3). These committees are the House Armed Services

Committee, House Appropriations Committee, Senate Armed

Services Committee, and Senate Appropriations Committee.

One USAF claim to help "sell" these expensive housing

projects to Congress is that improved housing helps retain

Air Porce personnel and thereby improves Air Force

readiness. Defense Secretary Weinberger put it this way:

"Excellent installations increase readiness by improving

equipment availability and motivating people" (DOD

1987:316). This assertion was used again this past summer

when the Air Staff briefed the proposed housing projects to

the four congressional committees. During this meeting,

however, one congressional staffer asked the Air Force to

prove this relationship between quality housing and
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readiness. Proof, by substantiating this Air Force claim,

will significantly improv3 congressional support for future

military housing projects (Borges, 1989).

Specific Problem

The problem for this research is to determine whether

revitalization of housing can be associated with increased

retention of Air Force personnel.

Definition of Terms:

a. Revitalization: improvement, which would

include repair, upgrade, modernize, and/or renovate.

b. Retention: keeping trained personnel in the

military service after their initial commitment.

Simply put, the Air Force must provide convincing

evidence that retention of military personnel is linked to

improvements in Military Family Housing (MFH). The strength

of that link will be used to gain Congressional support for

future MFH revitalization funding.

Investigative Questions

To determine the effects housing revitalization has on

an individual's career intention, an assessment of family-

related retention factors must be developed. The family-

related factors must be discovered and evaluated to

determine their strength on career intention decisions.

Answers to the following questions will provide an

understanding of some of these factors.
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1. What does the existing research, in the military

and/or civilian sectors, report and how does it apply to

this thesis?

2. Does the Air Force "Exit Survey" (given to all

separating members) indicate that the adequacy of Military

Family Housing (MFH) influenced the Air Force member to

separate?

3. What relationship can be established between

existing retention data and MFH improvement project data.

4. What other quality of life issues affect the Air

Force member's decision to separate? How strong is the

influence of each factor?

5. What relationship does the literature report

between quality housing and retention?

Background on Specific Problem

The General Accounting Office (GAO) states that the

"primary objective of DOD's Family Housing Program is to

assure that members of the Armed Forces with dependents are

suitably housed" (USGAO, 1979:1). At the same time, the

Defense Department does not provide on-base housing for all

members with dependents. The aim is:

. . . to rely upon the communities near military
installations as the primary source of housing for
military families and to construct on-base housing
only when the community cannot provide suitable
housing to meet the military's needs. (USGAO,
1979:3)

Currently the US Air Force has a total of approximately

375,000 families, of which, 150,000 are housed in Military
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Family Housing. At any given time approximately 48,000

families are on the waiting lists for MFH. In addition,

because of the transient nature of the Air Force, there is

an annual turn-over (change of occupancy) of 59,000 units

(Lavery, 1989).

Realizing that the housing units for all military

services must be maintained, repaired, upgraded, and in some

cases, units added, the Senate Appropriations Committee has

provided "$3,122,744,000 for family housing construction and

operations and maintenance" (101st Congress, 1989:38) for FY

90. The committee stated it "believes that the services

must place a high priority on providing adequate housing for

military families" (101st Congress, 1989:38). Out of this

tremendous total, the Air Force share is $894.8 Million,

which is $121.1 Million below the budget request. Of the

Air Force share, $129.0 Million is for new construction.

The remainder is for operations, maintenance, and leases

(101st Congress, 1989:41-42).

As the services place more emphasis on retention, the

number of possible factors effecting retention are

increasing. One area which has not been adequately explored

yet is the effect of the family on a service member's career

intention. A 1978 Air University Review article put it this

way:

No systematic, comprehensive effort has been made
to study the host cf assumptions, issues, and
policies of the military system that impinges on
the lives of career-motivated service members,
including both officer and enlisted personnel from
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all branches of the armed forces, collectively
referred to in this article as "the military
family." It appears now that such an effort
should be made in view of the increasing evidence
that the family does influence the well-being,
performance, and retention of the service member
and thus affects the overall functioning of the
military system. (McCubbin, 1978:47)

The authors of the above study further state that several

changes in policies "appear to have undesirable consequences

for family life, and thus for morale, recruitment, and

retention of high-quality personnel." Among the items

listed as having an adverse effect on military members, and

their families, is the cut-back in low-cost (military)

housing (McCubbin, 1978:50).

Several studies published since the above article

support its authors' claims. In 1979, a Navy survey of

families reported 20 percent of the sample rated four areas

"as serious family problems: adequate housing, sufficient

time for family, relocation, and family separation due to

sea duty" (Farkas, 1982:vii). Similarly, in 1985, an Army

survey of servicemen in Europe revealed five factors

considered "significant in explaining satisfaction with

family life. These are economic security, socioeconomics,

psychological-physical well-being, housing, and cultural

adjustment skills" (Lakhani, 1985:vii). The Air Force

surveyed spouses in 1986 and determined that families lived

off-base for three reasons: (1) not eligible for base

housing, (2) perceived base housing as bad, or (3) bought

off-base housing for investment purposes. In the first two



cases, the study further found that these spouses did not

identify (or demonstrate close ties) with the military. The

third group, however, identified significantly higher with

the Air Force. Members and spouses identifying closely with

the military are more likely to support the organization and

to remain in the organization (Kringer, 1986:38-40). And,

finally, a 1984 survey of military members living overseas

found that of all aspects of military life, "family housing

was most often chosen as the area needing improvement"

(Molof and others, 1985:iii). "Fifty seven percent said

their living conditions affected their job performance.

About 41 percent said living conditions affected their

military career intentions" (Lawson and others, 1987:ix):

Military members and spouses stationed in Hawaii were

surveyed in 1985 and again in 1987 about their attitudes on

Military Housing. There were several interesting findings.

In 1985 and 1987, 42 percent preferred military housing over

civilian. The later survey reported that 70 percent of

service members and 67 percent of spouses were satisfied

with their housing units (these figures were just slightly

better than in 1985). A 10 percent improvement was realized

between the 1985 and 1987 surveys in the number of

respondents who perceived positive effects on their job

performance from their living conditions. And finally,

those who obviously preferred military housing were

sign:ficantly more satisfied with their housing situation

than those who felt they had no choice in their selection of
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military housing due to the high civilian housing costs

(Lawson and others, 1987:v-vi).

Some members of Congress are convinced of the

importance of military housing as a motivator of service

persons to remain in the military and perform their jobs

effectively. For instance, Congressman Mickey Edwards,

member of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Military

Construction, recently stated:

Our position is to strengthen, wherever possible,
the sense of security and the comfort of the
service man and woman, especially in the housing
area. Service people are the basic component of
our national security. Good housing is an
investment in morale and readiness. (Delaney,
1989:6)

Conclusion

This chapter focused on the problem of supporting the

Air Force assertion that MFH improvements lead to better

retention. Service members are influenced in their

decisions by a number of factors. As more research is done,

evidence mounts to support the claim that the family and

quality of life are very strong influences on these

decisions. As stated above, leadership in the Air Force,

Defense Department, and Congress is aware of these strong

family influences. These leaders are interested in being

able to capitalize on these family influences, thereby

improving retention in the military services. The following

chapter will provide the methodology for demonstrating this

influence on retention decisions due to family housing

9



improvements. This study focused on the Air Force member's

satisfaction with housing and the satisfaction of the spouse

with housing and how these two items are associated with a

member's intent to remain in the Air Force or separate from

the service.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Background on Military Family Housing

Unger, in her study of Navy housing, outlines the

transition of military housing. She states that support for

military family housing started in the 1800s, however, the

requirement was small. A large, increased need came about

following World War II, as the number of families connected

with the military increased. Congress responded by funding

large amounts of military housing units in the 1950s and

1960s (Unger, 1984:1-2). In the "Department of Defense

Survey of Living Conditions Overseas, 1984," the authors

point out that the military has continued to evolye

throughout the years. With the advent of the all volunteer

force, the number of military families dramatically

increased. The military now has more married members and

more single parents than before. The vast majority of

career military members are now married. In addition, one

group which used to be almost exclusively housed in barracks

(dormitories or unaccompanied enlisted housing) was the E-4

(and below) with less than two years of service. Now at

least one fourth of this group is married (Lawson and

others, 1985:1).

The Department of Defense does not, however, try to

provide military housing (government owned or leased) for

all eligible members. The DOD policy relies on the local

community to provide private housing to meet the demands of

11



the military population. Congress has limited the DOD to

providing housing only for needs in excess of the local

community's ability to provide adequate housing. In some

cases, Congress has permitted additional military housing in

high cost or remote areas (GAO, 1987:6). As Unger points

out, the desire of DOD, as well as that of the military

member, is to find adequate, well-maintained housing for the

military family. The specific criteria stated are:

dwelling units which are safe, decent,
sanitary, located in a healthy environment, priced
within the maximum allowable housing cost (MAHC)
of the applicant including utilities, contain the
number of bedrooms for which the applicant is
entitled, within the prescribed community
distance, and available without discrimination.
(Unger, 1984:3)

Since the military cannot provide on-base or locally leased

housing for all of its members, some will rent locally and

some will choose to buy a home. When military members are

not housed in Military Family Housing (MFH), they receive a

Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ), granted under the Career

Compensation Act of 1949. BAQ is a set amount of money

based on the rank of the military member and whether or not

he/she has dependents. To augment this BAQ in high cost

areas, Congress has approved a Variable Housing Allowance

(VHA). The VHA is determined, not only by rank and

dependents, but also on the cost of housing in the local

area to which the member is assigned. Finally, the military

member assigned overseas, may qualify for an Overseas

Housing Allowance (OHA). Like the VHA, the amount of the

12



OHA is based on the member's rank, dependent status, and

geographic location (GAO, 1986:7).

Shortfalls of housing in a given area must be justified

and supported before Congress. The first step in this

process is the Housing Survey. This survey is performed by

each military installation, taking into account the MFH and

local (civilian) housing (Unger, 1984:7-11). According to

the General Accounting Office, Report to the Secretary of

Defense, July 1987:

The family housing survey, which helps determine
military family housing needs, relies on three
major sources:

- information from higher commands on personnel
strengths and changes expected in future years at
the iristallation;

- r-sponses to housing survey questionnaires
regarding military family housing requirements,
current housing conditions, and housing
preferences of individual service members (this
survey involves a statistical sample of
individuals eligible to live off-base); and

- data on community rental assets--either vacant,
under construction, or firmly planned--that are
available for military family use (community
rental housing is identified by installation
housing officials using various community sources,
including newspapers, multiple-listing services,
building permit offices, local builders'
associations, and major realtors; and the
supporting community is defined as housing within
a one-way, 60-minute commute of the installation).
(GAO, 1987:7)

All of the information gained from these sources is sent to

the Naval Facilities Systems Office at Port Hueneme,

California. There the information is formulated into two

reports for each installation. The first report represents

13



the current housing situation at that installation. The

second establishes a five-year projected family housing

:equirements plan. Once these reports are reviewed and

validated by the affected installation, they become the

justification for requesting additional housing through the

Congress (GAO, 1987:7-8).

Military housing projects are part of the MILCON

(MILitary CONstruction) Program. All MILCON projects must

go before Congress for appropriation and authorization.

That is, Congress agrees to the need for the project and

gives permission to spend the monies to acquire it. This

process is long and tedious. Normally, it takes about five

y~ars .from identification of the project to the end of

construction (Buckingham, 1989:13-16). As Unger points out,

this lag from concept (or need identification) to reality

(need satisfaction) is often longer than just the "norma'"

five years. Since budgets are tight, and these housing

projects must compete with mission programs for limited

funds, MFH projects may not be authorized or appropriated.

Both actions are required, however, before the project can

proceed (Ungec, 1984:21-23).

Permanent Change of Station (PCS)

One unique facet of military life is the PCS. The

military member and his/her family must pack up and move to

a new location. This is often a time of heightened tension

for the whole family. As Burgess points out in his work,

14



"The Housing Dilemma -- Should the Air Force Do More?," it

is also a time of financial concern and uncertainty for The

military homeowner. In the civilian world, most employees

can refuse a move which will hurt them financially. In some

cases, the civilian companies make monetary concessions to

ease the burden of the move. Companies may buy the

employee's house; reimburse the employee for a loss suffered

on the sale of a home; or supplement the employee's salary

to help him/her afford a comparable home in the new area

(Burges, 1983:1-4).

Another aspect of PCS is the affect on the rental units

in the community near the base and on the MFH units too.

The.military member typically has assignments of two or

three years, requiring a higher turnover rate 'or housing

..ear or on a military installation. This not only increases

the maintenance and repair burden, but also may discourage

civilian sources of construction from building near The

installation (Unger, 1984:19-20).

Att.itudes Concerning Facilities

U:ger points out that the military str.-ves to provide

needed housing based on the documented needs of its members

and their families. Military leaders are striving to

improve the "quality of life" of its members. "Quality of

life Is difficult to measure, but is used as a means of

.inproving morale and retention" (Unger, 1984:4-5). Mr Bob

. Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
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(Installations), states that excellent facilities have a

very positive effect on the personnel living and working in

them. He asserts t'iat this positive effect is revealed in

improved "enthusiasm, pride, and creativity" (Stone,

193:13). ze-. did a longitii.nai study of England AFB, LA

;o determine the effects of facility improvement on the

personnel assigned there. He found that the individuals

-urveved increased their image of the base due to -he work

being done to improve the facilities located on the base.

interestingly, he reported that individuals were just as

impressed that something was being done as they were about

the quality of the final product. Frrm his study, the most

important quality of life building on the base proved to be

the work place. The second was the member's living place

(Eeli, 1989:218-219).

The DOD surveyed living conditions overseas in 1984

using the Navy Personnel Research and Development Center.

mliztary members were asked to list their most serious

probiem , the top two selected (across military services and

across countries of assignment) were permanent housing and

in-tial housing costs. Even more significant is that the

individuals who selected permanent housing as a serious

o. em:

.also had more negative assessments of the
effects of living conditions on job performance,
career intentions, and willingness to choose the
present assignment again. (Lawson and others,
1985:450-452)
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3ecause of the concern about the effects of living

conditions on the employee, Miller examined alternative

types of family housing and studied the relationship of each

tyie with health, social problems, volunteerism,

relationships with neighbors, family relations, self-

evaluation, and satisfaction with housing. His survey

Lnst-ument, developed at the US Army Research Institute for

the Behavioral and Social Sciences, was distributed to !!Or
e~saaents of MFH in five US Army in Europe (USAREUR)

ccmmunities. The housing styles were: (1) single family

attached (duplexes and row houses), (2) multi-family low

rises (stairwells and three or four story walk-ups), and (4)

multi-family high-rises (over eight story, elevator

buildings) (Mi'ller, 1984:8-9). His findings included the

:o.-owing: The single family attached housing demonstrated

the most positive results. Residents in this style had

sewer visits to the hospital; experienced less stress; and

repcrted fewer problems with neighbors, drugs or alcohol

al)use, crimes against property, family problems, and

physical aggression. This group was also more satisfied

w-:h their housing than any other group. Residents of three

story buildings reported better results in all categories

t..an those in four story buildings. As might be expected,

the residents of the high rise buildings rated the poorest

_1[ categorIes. In addition, these residents rated their

lc::on the lowest by far than any other group (Miller,

17



When examining living conditions on the post versus

living conditions off of the post; only one style of housing

was comparable. That was the multi-family low rise

building. In these similar facilities, family health and

hospitalization, crimes against property, family problems,

and aggression in the building were worse for those living

on-post than for those living off-post. However, the

overall level of satisfaction with housing did not differ

.or those on the post versus those off the post (Miller,

... 64V7L-72).

___n Satisfaction and Retention

in this day of reduced military budgets, the DOD must

.e mzre concerned with saving precious defense dollars. The

rttention of trained and experienced personnel is one of the

pssible areas of such savings. Capt Kline, in his 1988

thesis, stated that about 42 percent of the defense budget

goes for manpower needs. A goodly portion is spent on the

recruiting, training, and retraining of personnel. 4h:_>

some recruiting, training, and retraining will always be

required, the military services must strive to maintain the

pr.per balance between accessions of new personnel and

retention of trained and/or fully qualified personnel

( 4.ine, 1988:1-2).

LT Lempe, in his 1989 thesis, pointed out several

factors which may make retention a harder proposition in the

.uzurt than it has been in the past. The first of these is
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he reduced defense budget. Not only does the reduction in

zudget cause reductions in personnel strengths, it also

necessitates fewer and/or lesser bonuses for critical

specialties and may even affect pay for all personnel. The

second factor which could influence retention is the

civilian economy. If the American economy grows the job

oppcrtunities in the civilian sector will increase.

Historically, the best recruitment and retention rates are

realized by the military services during times of relatively

large unemployment in the civilian sector. This situation

will also cause an increase in the competition between the

military services for the more qualified recruits. The

final factor he identifies is the reduced youth populaticr

of the future. He sites the US Census Bureau projections

zhat "the number of 17 to 21 year old males will dec:.e

fr. a peak of 10.8 million in 1978 to 8.4 million in 1994,

a .e:rease of 24 percent" (Lempe, 1989:6). This population

reduction will make recruitment even more difficult;

e.e.... ly in light of the competition between the services

and competition from the civilian sector for this reduced

manpower resource (Lempe, 1989:1-6).

Chapman B. Cox, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Force

Management and Personnel), "believes that concern for the

quallty of life of Department of Defense employees pays off

-n retention, increased morale, and productivity" (Xline,

" 2:>;. Mr Stone, Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Instailations), be1:eves that quality of life is related to
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the facilities in which military personnel live and work.

He snates:

Facility investment is critical, we can't afford
not to invest more. Obsolete facilities are
expensive because they cost us productivity,
quality, and pride--which means reduced mission
capability.

industry invests about three times as much,
proportionally, as DOD. Major companies, like
AT&T, Dupont, Exxon, IBM, ITT, Pepsico, USX, and
Xerox, invest in quality facilities to get and
keep the best people, to get the best from their
people, and to accomplish their missions better.
These companies know that quality facilities repay
their cost in the quality of work done by people
who use them. (Stone, 1989:18).

.any of the studies reviewed for this paper supported

-he slaims of the two Assistant Secretaries of Defense

above). These studies tied satisfaction of housing to toh

zatisfaction, retention, and/or perceived quality of life.

Some of the findings follow.

:n a USAREUR study of over 1000 married service me:lers

and nhei spouses stationed in seven Army communities in

Dermany, the researchers identified several factors which

were snatistically significant in their contribution to the

qualiLy of life of the member or the spouse. Where the

member is concerned, the variable" Housing and Family Size"

..plained over 2 percent of the total variance, or 13

percenn of the unexplained variance. For the spouse, the

variable "Housing" accounted for 3 percent of the total

vaaance. Spouses were unhappy about their wait for

military housing and officer spouses were not pleased with
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the housing to which they were assigned -- expectations were

rot being met (Lakhani and Grafton, 1985:2-8).

From the Survey of Living Conditions Overseas, 1984,

Volume ±: Management Report, the authors state:

Over half the respondents said that living
conditions affected their job performance, and 41
percent said they affected career intentions.
Most of those who perceived effects said they were
negative, but positive effects of living
conditions were also reported. (Molof and others,
1985:31)

There was agreement across all countries and services that

military housing needed improvement also.

There was very strong consensus that family
housing is in need of construction, leasing,
expansion, or renovation to improve living
conditions overseas. About 63 percent of the
sample selected it among the four most important
areas. Family housing was selected 25 percent
more frequently than any of the next most
frequently selected areas. In all 12
country/Service groups, 40 percent or more
selected family housing. (Molof and others,
1985:24)

:n Volume 2: Results of this study, the authors say that

:;z type of residence had a statistically significant

telationship with "perceived effects of living conditions on

C-th job performance and military career intentions" (Lawson

and others, 1985:456). Satisfaction was slightly higher for

m2itary-owned housing than for leased housing, or various

types of economy housing. The authors conclude that:

Satisfaction with the residence appears to be an
important component of the living conditions and
is perceived to influence job performance,
military career intentions, and willingness to
choose the present assignment again. (Lawson and
others, 1235:453)
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Ia the Attitude Survey of Military Housing Residents,

Hawaii 1987, the authors also tie housing to career

intention and job satisfaction. Key factors noted in the

member or spouse's satisfaction with housing included:

housing unit size, space requirements, work performed by

maintenance and repair personnel, maintenance

responsiveness, and accessibility to playgrounds. The

report goes further to state:

This association seems to suggest that the more
satisfactory the situation in which service
members leave their families every day, the more
they focus on their jobs and the more likely they
may be to continue considering the military as a
career. (Lawson and others, 1987:46)

:n 1987, the US Army surveyed spouses of Army overseas

and in the CONUS. The'spouses returned over 2200 comments

S-.eets containing more than 10,000 comments. Of the total,

81 percent of the comments were negative. When lumped into

categories, three major categcries were identified to

account for all responses. These were: (1) ineffective

ojimmunication or information dissemination, (2) attitudes of

servlce personnel viewed as negative (medical, housing,

co-,rjissary/PX, and Civilian Personnel Office), and (3) a

positive view of the military life in general (Rosenberg and

VUozzo, 1989:i-iii). When analyzing the comments specific

t3 the housing on-post, the area totals for the comments

wee Availability 200 (98 percent negative), Quality and/o:

M7aintenance 224 (89 percent negative), Post Community 46 (87

ptrcent negative), Attitudes of Personnel 52 (96 percent



and Other 14 (86 percent negative). The authors

The major sources of criticism in this area relate
to quality and availability of on-post housing.
Comments regarding quality focus on units that are
too small for the family; inadequate storage space
or other facilities; failure or delay in making
necessary repairs or in general maintenance of the
unit, such as painting. (Rosenberg and Vuozzo,
1989:25)

For off-post housing the comments were far fewer. The

:ota's were as follows: Availability 7 (71 percent

te), Quality 23 (83 percent negative), Community 10

90 percent negative), Cost 81 (100 percent negative),

Distance to Post 44 (100 percent negative), and Other 3 1I0

percent negative. Rent costs for off-post housing topped

area. This problem was noted more overseas than in the

COUUS. The second area of concern was the feeling by

spouses iiving off-post that they were too far from medical

facilities, commissary, PX, and the like (Rosenberg and

Vuozzo, 1989:27). When contrasting those living overseas

with spouses in the CONUS, the authors found:

The only area in which CONUS respondents are more
negative than overseas spouses is that of off-post
nousing with availability, quality, and community
showing more negative responses proportionately.
:t is difficult to explain these results except
possbiy in terms of expectations, i.e., U.S.
respondents may express more negative sentiments
because they expect high quality post housing.
(Rosenberg and Vuozzo, 1989:49)

Although not related to housing, another study did

e'~uat e the attitudes of spouses and families with their

-effect on the military member. Dansby in a study of the
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JUSAF Spouse Survey (AFSS) and the revised USAF Family

Survey (AFFS) used regression models to study the Air Force

member's career intent and job attitudes by using items from

the spouse and/or family as predictor variables (Lee,

-9S6:638). in his final discussion, Dansby says:

Although the nature and directionality of the
relationships between family and work have not
been fully determined, the development of the Air
Force Family Survey appears to have considerable
promise for investigating the family side of the
equation. The Family Survey has a factor
structure that includes a number of variables of
considerable interest in the family development
literature, including: the perceived
stressfulness of Air Force life for the family;
marital satisfaction; the spouse's career
orientation, gender role orientation, independence
and social isolation; and the family's level of
cohesion and help-seeking attitudes. None of
these variables is included on the Spouse Survey.
The AFFS also permits one to determine a family's
life cycle stage. Results in the current study of
significant unique AFFS predictors of the Air
Force member's career intent show that several of
these family variables do indeed relate
significantly to important work experiences. (Lee,
1986:642-)

in an article for Air University Review, the authors

predict problems with the current policy in the military to

cut people programs and benefits. They also recognize the

new-found importance of the family in the military member's

career intentions and job satisfaction. Their advice is:

Within the context of an emerging occupational
model of military service, increasingly composed
of married service members, several current and
projected policies appear to have especially
undesirable consequences for family life, and
thus, for the morale, recruitment, and retention
ui high-quality personnel. For example, cutbacks
in programs providing subsidized commissaries,
tow-cost housing, family health care at military
zac ties, and supplemental services through the
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C vilian Health and Medical Program of the
Uiniformed Services (CHAMPUS) are certain to affect
nega ivIy those family-oriented persons
considering the military service as a career.
(McCubbin, 1978:50)

Conclusion

The literature supports the need to evaluate all

possible factors which may influence an individual's

decision zo remain on active duty with the military or

separate from the military. While some turn over in

pe.c:nnei is necessary, the military needs to have the

option to recruit and keep the high quality people. To do

so, t:e military must entice the military member to want to

zemain in the service. The family, spouse, home, and

quaity of life, each seems to have an effect. No study was

found, however, which established a statistical link between

a :,':.:ary member's satisfaction with housing and the

-t.eme s intent to remain in the military. Likewise with

!Ie spouse, no study statistically linked his/her

sat.s-sacLion with housing and the member's intention to

zrmain in the military.
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III. Methodolqg_

it roduction

This research was an analysis of survey data, drawing

-iferences concerning military family housing (MFH) and

career intentions. A survey instrument was developed to

ascertain two basic pieces of information: (1) current

career intention and (2) present attitude toward housing.

This chapter describes the process and the advantages and

disadvantages of the methods used.

-arcular Method

This research developed a survey instrument to obtain

c.--aL and interval level data from Air Force members.

-ese data were used to relate the individual's intent to

r.emain irn the USAF with his/her satisfaction with MFH. in

addition, many factors of the housing units and housing

community were evaluated to determine which factors

contributed most to an individual's

satisfaction/dissatisfaction with MFH.

Several zncremental actions were required for this

tesearch. The steps taken are listed below:

, An intensive literature search was performed

?h~s efort concentrated on two things: (a) To determine if

m a:ed research existed on this subject, and if so, how it

supported or conflicted with this research's hypotheses; and

) th Se sources were reviewed to better define the
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researc prob.lerm and provide an adequate background for the

pon em.

(2) A survey instrument was developed with the

assistance of AFIT faculty and benefit of past research

efforts.

(a) Advantages of surveys: Surveys are less

expensive than interviews. Questionnaires provide a

standardized wording, standardized ordering of questions,

standardized recording format, and insure uniformity of

measurement from one occasion to another. Questionnaires

give confidence of anonymity, therefore, achieve a freer

expLession of feelings. They also eliminate a feeling of

time pressure to respond (Selltiz, 1964:235-240). In his

%40!:k Business Research Methods, Emory also provides severa:

Zt-tengths of the survey method. As with the early

reZ-erence, he states surveys are "more efficient and

economical than observation" (Emory, 1985:158) by the

researcher. He further points out that surveying is often

.he only way zo discover information about the past. He

also adds that a questioning format, such as a survey, is

one ;f the few ways to gain insight into attitudes and

cpinions (Emory, 1985:158).

(b) Disadvantages: The responses obtained from

szrveys are not researcher observed data. The strongest

type of evidence is actual researcher observed. Survey

z-search makes the researcher dependent on the observations.

e.gs, or thoughts of another party, thereby weakening
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inal results. In addition, question forms are often

perceived as impersonal and can confuse the responder. As a

result, answers may not be fully developed or well thought

out. An interview allows the interviewer to probe more

thoroughly, seek a better defined answer, and better clarify

a question for the responder. Standardized wording, which

can be a strength, can also cause confusion of the

respondents, since words have different meanings for

different people (Selltiz, 1964:235-240). Emory provides

three weakness of the surveying method. They are: (a) "The

maor weakness is that the quality of information secured

d&pends heavily on the ability and willingness of

respondents to cooperate." .(b) "Even if respondents do

participate, they may not have the knowledge sought, or even

h.ave an opinion on the topic of concern." (c) "Another

oroblem is that a respondent may interpret a questicn oz

conc=z: differently from what was intended by the

:esearcher" (Emory, 1985:158-159).

k3, AFMPC and AFIT approved the survey. AFMPC also

approved the sample size and provided mailing labels for a

_ricm sample of Air Force members.

(4) These surveys were then distributed and the results

were collected and tabulated.

5, Statistical analyses were performed on the results

ing the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) program.
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>6 Conclusions were drawn and recommendations mace.

-his w;!i be done by carefully analyzing all of the

":ctature, respondents' comments, and survey results.

Correlationa: Analysis

%lost research is correlational analysis. It is the

predominant type in management fields. Experimental

research is very much in the minority in management.

Experimental research involves manipulation of an

-_dependent variable to study the affects on a dependent

variable. Correlational research involves no manipulaticn

uf variables. Instead, it is usually cross-sectional (one-

point in time or "snap-shot") of many variables (Steel,

1990).

The "heart and soul" of science is to find and document

cause and effect relationships. Experimental research

. supports inferences of cause and effect. It is

VeLy powerful; allowing for determination of "Direction o:

- aity" in the area of interest and "Strength of

Association" between two or more variables (Steel,1990).

Correlational research is not equipped to show

'Dizectior. of Causality." These studies can, however tell

. -low sttongiy related two variables are. This is the

Lazon fuo this type of research. it does answer the Nu:!

-e of Causality. That is: if there is no relationsh'o.

t~et tere is no cause (Steel, 1990).
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Correiations vary from -i to t1. Two things are

impcrtant when determining these values. First is the value

itself. The larger the number, the stronger the

association. Likewise, the smaller the number, the weaker

the association. A minus sign indicates an inverse

relationship, while a positive sign represents a direct

:eatcnship. The second concern is to determine if the

value calculated is significantly different from zero. A

:oL:e'ation by itself does not mean much. The value must -e

%gnificantiy differently" froia zero (Steel, 1990).

Dr Steel had one other note on correlations, it

concerns the variance eing explained by the r-value. He

t.f-renced Daniel Ozer's work on affect indicators. When

studying affect type indicators, the absolute value of r

should be used instead of the squared value of r to

determine the amount of variance being explained. Th"s is

ten the case with survey research (Ozer, 1985:307-3151.

2ecause of the prclems with survey research, mentioned

above, the most critical part of the survey method is the

con.s.uc::on of the survey instrument. Concerning the

wor.:ng of the questionnaire, Sudman and Bradburn, in heir

A: Aking questions, state that existing questions shoud

_ :as-d whenever possible. The testing process can be

,eneu since these questions r've already under.-one

anu reiiabiilty zcrutlny. Existing questions r.ave
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. ood the test of time and replication. Consistent results

ensure reliability (Sudman, 1983:1-15).

This study used a questionnaire which was developed

with the help of the AFIT faculty, especially members adept

wi-- :urn-over and retention studies, to assess attitudes of

military personnel relative to their career intentions and

also their perceptions of military family housing. Where

poss.ble, this questionnaire used questions which had

a ready been tested and had shown reliability and validity

over time. Once developed, however, the questionnaire was

:eviewed by AFIT faculty members and then AFMPC experts and

_ina'lly tested locally prior to distribution to the actua"

,-undents to help strengthen confidence in the survey

questionnaire.

The survey instrument was developed to achieve the

h~ghest level of data possible (ordinal and interval). T:en

appropriate statistical testing was used to make assertions

an"c' draw conclusions.

?ooulation and Sample

The population of interest consisted of all Air Force

mnemoers who are either married, have dependents residing

w't . t:'i:n, or botnh. The decision to restrict the population

in this way was based on the broad criteria for eiigibi:.ty

si±ng in Military Family Housing. While there are

o~uer restrictions, the basic one is that the military

member must have an authorized dependent residing with
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himiher to qualify. Using this criterion, AFMPC determined

a zctal population of 371,451 members. Of these 21 percent

(75,589) were officers and 79 percent (292,862) were

enlisted (Gandy, 1990).

Using the criteria found in Educational and

?sychoiocical Measurement for determining sample size the

appropriate figure for a 90 percent confidence was

calculated to be 274 total (58 - officer and 216 - enlisted,

vMcHugh, 1957:136-141). Based on the advice of AFIT

instructors, and historical evidence to support about a 50

percent return rate, the requested sample size from AFMPC

was 343 (1.6 - officer and 432 - enlisted). This sample

size was approved by AFMPC (Hamilton, 1990).

AFMPC randomly selected 548 Air Force individuals to

survey. Those selected consisted of officer and enlisted,

ivz.ng in the CONUS, who: were married, had dependents

lving with them, or both. A total of 336 surveys were

returned, for a response rate of 61.31 percent. Of this

total, 88 were officers (75.9 percent return rate) and 248

were enlisted (57.4 percent return rate). Forty-one of 64

females returned their surveys (64.1 percent) and 292 of 434

ales returned their surveys (60.3 percent). Refer to

Figure 1 below. Compared to the desired sample size, the

nesponse figures exceed the desired (calculated) numbers.

? :ho response figures provided a sufficiently large sample

no permit making valid conclusions concerning the population

3i ierest, with a confidence level of 90 percent.
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RESPONDENTS

Enlisted (EI-E9D, Officer COI-06+)
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Figure 1. Respondents to the Survey

Survey Description

The measurement used for this study was a 48 item

questionnaire (Appendix A). Survey questions included

demographic questions such as: rank, sex, marital status,

age, dependents, and career intent. The second set of

questions dealt with the type of housing in which the

military member was currently residing. The intent was to

differentiate between those living in on-base quarters

versus those residing off-base in civilian dwellings. The

final section of the questionnaire was composed of questions

relating to the individual's satisfaction with his/her

housing. The purpose of these questions was to determine
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both the overall satisfaction with housing and the factors

which account for most c the variance in the satisfaction

rating.

Intent to Stay

The survey instrument asked individuals surveyed to

indicate their intention to remain in the Air Force. This

intent to stay is an important indicator of future employee

turnover. According to Steel and Ovalle, the variable

intent to stay is very strong. It is much stronger than any

derived variable to indicate whether or not an employee will

leave a company. They state: "Implicit in much of the

recent research on turnover intent is the belief that intent

represents the single best predictor of turnover" (Steel and

Ovalle, 1984:673). They site Mobley's model which is the

"use of intention to stay/quit as the terminal cognitive

step in the decision making process" (Steel and Ovalle,

1984:673). They go on to site several studies which say

that job satisfaction is connected to turnover by the

person's intention to stay/quit (Steel and Ovalle, 1984:673-

674).

The Steel and Ovalle used a meta-analysis of intentions

and turnover to evaluate the strength between the two.

Other predictors included with intentions were overall job

satisfaction, work satisfaction, and organizational

commitment. Intentions produced the best results of the

predictors. They further state that the time span between
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the development of the intent to separate and the occurrence

of the behavior is also important. The relationship is much

stronger for shorter time intervals. Also, the strength of

this relationship between intent to stay/quit and turnover

is much stronger for military groups than for civilian

groups (Steel and Ovalle, 1984:679-682).

Data Analysis

The data were analyzed using the Statistical Analysis

System (SAS, 1985) on the VAX 11/785 computer.

Descriptive. Response frequencies were calculated and

tabulated for the survey questions relating to the

demographic questions.

Analytical. Correlations and regressions were used to

determine the relationships between (1) the individual's

intent to remain in the service and his/her satisfaction

with his/her housing (further differentiated by MFH and

civilian) and (2) the member's satisfaction with his/her

housing unit and housing community factors compared with

his/her overall satisfaction with housing.

Evaluative. The comments of the respondents were

examined to find common points of dissatisfaction or

satisfaction. These were summarized and the entire comments

list included in an appendix.
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Conclusion

The methodology for this study involved surveying Air

Force members and analyzing archival data. The first step

was developing a survey instrument, validating it using the

advice of AFIT instructors and pre-testing it locally, and

then distributing it through AFMPC. Based on the results of

both the surveys and available historical data, conclusions

pertaining to the Air Force claim were made, and

recommendations for further research and/or policy changes

were also provided.
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IV. Analysis

Introduction

The analysis of the survey responses is divided into

three sections. The first looks at the descriptive data of

the respondents, the second presents analytical statistics

of the responses, and the third evaluates the comments

provided by the respondents.

Descritive Data

The respondents for this study came from all areas of

the CONUS, throughout the rank structure, from both sexes,

and from a wide age spread. For tables of descriptive data,

refer to Appendix D. The overall response rate for the

survey was about 61 percent. Within specific groups, the

return rates were: officers 75.9 percent, enlisted 57.4

percent, male 60.3 percent and female 64.1 percent. While

these return rates gives sufficient numbers to assert a 90

percent confidence, the sample may not be truly random at

this point. Even though a 40 to 60 percent return rate can

be anticipated for a survey, any response less than 100

percent may alter the randomness of the sample population.

Based on the evaluation of these data and the representative

return rates, overall and within groupings, randomness is

reasonable and will be assumed for these analyses.

For the most part the respondents to this survey intend

to stay in the Air Force (See Figure 2). Of the total, 53
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percent of those responding intend to stay in the Air Force

or have already remained in the Air Force for at least 20

years. Another 24 percent said they will probably stay in

the service. Only 10.8 percent were either planning to get

out or stated that they will probably separate. The

remaining 12 percent were undecided about their intentions

at this point.

Respondents Remaining in Service

(Intend to Remain - Intend to Separate)

200

10

0

0
1 2 3 4 5

Intention to Iftmin In Wevife

Figure 2. Respondents Intending to Remain on Active Duty

Generalizing to the population, it should be

encouraging to the Air Force leadership to be able to assert

that 77 percent of its members eligible for MFH are desiring

to remain in the military. On the other hand, 23 percent of

its members are either undecided about the Air Force or have

definitely decided against the Air Force as a career.
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Similarly, most of the respondents and their spouses

were satisfied with their housing (See Figure 3). Almost 73

percent of the Air Force members were at least somewhat

satisfied. In addition, about 67 percent of the spouses

were at least somewhat satisfied with their housing. Very

few members or spouses were undecided about their housing.

Those reporting as undecided were 6 percent and 7 percent

respectively. That leaves over 21 percent and over 25

percent, respectively, who were dissatisfied.

Satisfaction

(Very Sat. to Very Dissat.D

250
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FA

50

1 2 3 4 5 6

Level of Satisfaction

Figure 3. Housing Satisfaction Level of Members and Spouses

Special note must be taken with the item labeled as

spouse's satisfaction with housing. While it may indeed

accurately reflect the spouse's opinion, there is no

guarantee. This survey was sent to the military member

only. Therefore, this item may have a built-in bias.
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Again, generalizing to the population, about 73 percent

of the Air Force members eligible for MFH are satisfied with

their housing. But 27 percent of these Air Force members

are either dissatisfied (21 percent) with their housing or

are undecided (6 percent) about their housing.

Statistical Analysis

Two types of statistical analyses were used. The first

was correlational analysis. Correlational analyses are used

to determine the strength of association between two items.

In this case, the satisfaction with housing was correlated

with the member's intent to remain in the military.

Correlational analyses cannot be used to determine the

causality or directionality between variables.

The second type of analysis used was regression.

Regressions are used to determine how many of the related

factors contributed to the variance of another item. For

instance, if 10 housing items are associated with a person's

housing satisfaction, which of these 10, if any, contribute

significantly to the change in level of satisfaction.

Member and Spouse Satisfaction. SAS was used to

determine the relationship between the member's housing

satisfaction and his/her intent to remain in the Air Force.

The SAS program computed the correlation between these two

variables. The resulting correlation (r-value) was 0.163,

which indicates that there is an association between the two

variables. This value was tested to determine whether or
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not it was significantly different from zero. The p-value

of this test was 0.003, which indicates that this r-value is

statistically significant. Typically a significance level

of 0.5 or 0.01 is desirable, the p-value calculated for this

correlation far exceeds the 0.01 value. The significance of

this r-value allows the assertion that 16 percent of the

time, a member's satisfaction with housing is associated

with his intent to remain in the service. Another way of

stating this is: 16 percent of the members who are

dissatisfied with their housing will also separate from the

Air Force.

An identical process was used to test the relationship

between the spouse's level of housing satisfaction and the

member's intention to remain in the Air Force. The

correlation between these two variables is 0.141. This

value is also significantly different from zero, with a p-

value of 0.012. This r-value is significant enough to state

that 14 percent of the time the spouses's satisfaction is

associated with the member's intent to remain in the

service.

The correlation between the two variables, spouses's

satisfaction and member's satisfaction was also computed.

This value was 0.871, revealing that the spouse's

satisfaction and member's satisfaction with housing are

highly correlated. The level of significance is a p-value

of 0.0001 for this test. This shows statistically, what may

have been expected, that the member's satisfaction level is
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associated with the spouse's satisfaction level 87 percent

of the time. Correlations this high also tend to indicate

that the two items in question explain the same variance

relative to their affect on another item. In other words,

while some differing opinions may exist, many things which

please the member, please the spouse; and many of the things

which displease the member, also displease the spouse. In

this study, 87 percent of the time the spouse and member had

the same satisfaction level with respect to their housing.

As mentioned before, a caution is necessary concerning the

spouse's satisfaction. This high inter-correlation may be

an artifact of the study, caused by the source of the

answers (from the members, and not the spouses).

In addition to the correlations, a regression analysis

was performed to determine if both the member-satisfaction

variable and the spouse-satisfaction variable contributed to

explaining the variance in the dependent variable, intent to

stay. Using both the forward stepwise and backward stepwise

procedures in SAS, only the member-satisfaction variable

contributed significantly to the explanation of variance in

the intent to stay variable. While the spouse-satisfaction

variable is significant by itself, it does not account for

enough of the unexplained variance beyond that explained by

the member-satisfaction variable for both to be considered

significant.

Because of the size of the sample, we are able to

generalize to the population with a 90 percent confidence.
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In other words, the results determined in this sample should

closely approximate the actual population (all members who

are eligible for MFH). The total population in question,

according to AFMPC/DPMYI, is 371,451 members (Gandy, 1990).

Based on the earlier retention statements concerning the

sample population (see pg 37-38), we can state that 21

percent of these members (78,005) are dissatisfied with

their housing. Further, we can state that 16 percent of the

members who are dissatisfied with their housing will choose

to separate from the service. This means that 12,481 Air

Force members who are dissatisfied with their housing will

voluntarily separate from the Air Force.

For comparison, in FY 89, the Air Force lost 27,356

officers and enlisted members to voluntary separations

(Scott, 1990). If 12,481 will separate having an associated

dissatisfaction with housing, then 45.6 percent of those

separating voluntarily are also dissatisfied with their

housing. Recruiting and training replacements for these

people will be expensive. As a result, the Air Force has

lost the corporate knowledge and experience of these

individuals.

Housing Satisfaction Factors. Another aspect of this

study was to evaluate items which contributed to the level

of satisfaction with housing. Thirty-three items related to

.ousing satisfaction were included in the survey.

Respondents were asked to determine their level of

satisfaction on these items as well as their overall rating
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of their housing. These items were put into a cross-

correlation matrix to determine which were highly

correlated. tiighly correlated items often explain the same

variance. Since SAS will allow only 20 variables in a

regression equation, the information from the cross-

correlation matrix was used to select 20 items which

appeared the most unrelated to put into a regression

equation. This regression was run to determine the items

from the survey which explained the most variance in the

member's satisfaction with housing. A similar regression

..as performed to determine which items contributed 'o the

variance in the spouse's satisfaction with housing. After

the first run, using the 20 variable maximum of SAS, the

items which SAS rejected as not explaining an additional,

significant amount of variance were replaced with the items

not included in the first round. The stepwise regression

was then run again. This replacement procedure was repeated

again for yet a third run. In thi; way, every variable was

allowed to compete against those selected in the regression

procedure.

The items selected by the stepwise regression as most

significant contributors to the member's satisfaction with

housing were: Bedroom size(s), Convenience to base or duty

station, Size ct residence, Appearance of Neighborhcod,

Personal safety and security, External appearance of

residence, and Quality of maintenance and repair services.

The relationship with these items accounted for a'out 42
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percent of the unexplained variance in the member's

satisfaction according to the regression procedure.

The items which entered the equation for the spouse

were: Size of residence, Air conditioning system, External

appearance of residence, Availability of child care services

and facilities, Purity of water source, and Convenience to

major medical facilities. These factors explained about 37

percent to the unexplained variance in the spouse's level of

satisfaction with housing.

Additional Analysis

Further analyses were performed on these data to

determine whether or not distinctions could be made within

various groupings concerning housing satisfaction and the

intent o remain in the Air Force. Below are the

statistically significant correlations of housing

sat.sfaction and intent to remain in the Air Force with

respect to various descriptive data of the sample

populat ion.

With Respect to Rank. When evaluating housing

satisfaction and intent to remain in the Air Force with

respect to a member's rank, some interesting results were

found. For Airman Basic through Airman First Class, the

housing satisfaction and intent to remain correlation was (-

0.33) with a 0.052 level of significance. This indicates a

33 percent association between those dissatisfied with their

nousing and those remaining in the service. This inverse
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relationship was not anticipated. However, when this survey

was distributed, these ranks were allowed to occupy base

housing only if excess housing or substandard housing was

available. Since the survey, Air Force policy has changed

and now allows these individuals to be "fully" eligible for

MFH and apply just as those of other ranks. Anticipation of

a better situation with increased rank may explain some of

this inverse situation for the lower enlisted ranks.

The correlation for the ranks of Sergeant through

Technical Sergeant was 0.22 (p-value 0.006). For this group

then, 22 percent of those who are dissatisfied with their

housing will also separate from the Air Force. A stronger

correlation was noticed for the spouses of this group: 0.26

(p-value 0.003).

The member's correlation for Master Sergeants through

Chiefs was 0.31 (p-value 0.015). For these spouses, the

correlation was 0.27 (p-value 0.04).

Unfortunately, the same type of evaluation for the

officer ranks did not produce any significant results.

Significant differences were not found for the ranks of

Second Lieutenant through Captain nor for the ranks of Major

and Lieutenant Colonel. The remaining group for Colonel and

Above was too small to calculate.

With Respect to Sex. Housing satisfaction and intent

to stay was correlated with respect to sex with mixed

results. No significance was found in the female group.
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However, the male group correlation was 0.21 (p-value 0.003)

for the members and 0.18 (p-value 0.002) for the spouses.

With Respect to Tenure. Three of the seven groupings

demonstrated significant correlations between housing

satisfaction and intent to stay in the Air Force. The four

to eight year group the r-value was 0.22 (p-value 0.08) for

the members and 0.32 (p-value 0.013) for spouses. In the

eight to twelve year group, the member r-value was 0.28 (p-

value 0.03) and the spouse r-value was 0.26 (p-value 0.053).

The final group was for 12 to 16 years of service. 7he

member r-value was 0.25 (p-value 0.08). The correlation for

their spouses was not significantly different from zero.

With Respect to Aqe. Only one age grouping had a

member or a spouse correlation significantly differently

from zero. Both were realized in the 35 to 40 years of age

category. The r-values were 0.28 (p-value 0.009) for the

members and 0.24 (p-value 0.04) for the spouses.

with Respect to Marital Status. Only one grouping had

a correlation significantly different from zero. The group

of members married and living with their spouses had

correlations of 0.16 (p-value 0.004) for the members and

0.14 (p-value 0.012) for the spouses.

Wi:h Respect to Number of Children. Members and

spouses with no children or only one child did not have a

.Zignificant correlation between housing satisfaction and

-ntent to stay in the Air Force. The groupings for three or

more children were too small to calculate. For those having
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two children, the r-value was 0.17 (p-value 0.06) for

members and 0.19 (p-value 0.04) for spouses.

With Respect to Current Residence. Two aspects of the

current residence were evaluated. The first was the

ownership; government owned, privately owned and rented, and

personally owned. The only group which significantly

correlated housing satisfaction with intent to stay was the

group which owned their own houses. For the members, the

correlation was 0.28 (p-value 0.004) and the spouse's

correlation was 0.26 (p-value 0.009).

The second aspect was the style of the current

residence; single family, duplex, townhouse or row house,

apartment (1 to 3 story), high rise apartment, and mobile.

home. The only style of home whose members and spouses

significantly correlated housing satisfaction with intent to

remain in the Air Force was the single family home. The

member's r-value was 0.27 (p-value 0.0005) and spouse's r-

value was 0.25 (p-value 0.002). This implies that a

significant relationship has been established between the

satisfaction level of those in a single-family dwelling with

their intention to stay in the military, but a similar

relationship has not been established for those in otheL

styles of homes.
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Comments of the Respondents

Appendix B contains all of the comments provided by the

Air Force members who responded to the survey. More than

one-third of the respondents provided comments. Perhaps

this is a sign that many Air Force members are interested in

and/or concerned about MFH. Comments came from members of

all ranks, both sexes, and each housing type. The comments

provided appeared to be equally distributed from those who

were very satisfied to those who were very dissatisfied with

their housing. Some of the comments included a note of

thanks just for looking into the housing situation.

Of the comments provided, however, there appear to be

.everal items which are mentioned more often than others and

mentioned by both those satisfied and dissatisfied overall

with their housing. These common items of discontent are:

SmaLa housing units, small room sizes, number and size o'

bathroom(s), absence privacy, lack of adequate inside

storage or cabinets, lack of garages and outside storage,

aiid a concern for the lower ranking enlisted members who are

not e.igib*e for MFH, without the permission of the base

commander.
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V. Conclusions And Recommendations

Conclusions

From the results presented in the previous chapter,

several conclusions are suggested. First, a member's

satisfaction level with housing is associated with his/her

intention to remain in the service. The regressional

analysis shows that the member's satisfaction explains some

of the differences (variances) in the member's intent to

stay in the military. The correlational analysis indicates

that better housing would influence a relatively large

number of members to remain in the service. Dissatisfac::on

with housing is a non-duty factor which is adversely

affecting the military member. As pointed out in the

literature review, many factors are often involved in an

individual's decision to change vocations; and from this

study, housing satisfaction seems to play an important,

adverse role in that decision process. A large number of

personnel are voluntarily separating each year who are

dissatisfied with their housing -- a non-duty related item.

:t Is very important to eliminate all non-duty related

factors adversely affecting military personnel. The reason

ot eliminating these irritants is that pilots, who like

g military pilots, engineers, who like being military

e:,ineers, doctors and nurses, who like being military

..ea. thcare professionals, and technical specialists, who

lik being military technicians, are separating from the
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military because of things not related to their primary

duty, job, or profession.

Second, the opinion of the spouse about housing is also

associated with a member's decision to stay in the service.

However, the two opinions are not additive. That is, if the

member's housing satisfaction and intent to remain has an r-

value of 0.25 and the spouse's r-value is 0.25, the

resulting affect on intent to remain is not an r-value of

0.50. In the case of this study, the spouse's opinion did

not contribute significantly beyond the opinion of the

member. However, as pointed out in the literature, the

opinions of family members are just now coming under

scrutiny. The full impact of such an influence has not yet

be . determined. The need to eliminate this source of

dissatisfaction is obvious. The military member must be

free to concentrate on his/her job: This is difficult or

impossible when he/she is distracted by the family .ivi..g

concltions.

Third, based on the statistical evaluation of factors

involved in the housing satisfaction ratings given by the

membez and spouse, several things can be identified to help

iricrease this satisfaction level. The most statistically

zsgnificant factor for both the member and spouse is size.

Both slze of the unit and size of bedrooms are considered

probl~ms. Also statistically important is improving the

e~:.: or appearance of the units, the looks of the
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nei'hborhood, and the quality of maintenance and repair

performed on the MFH units.

When evaluating the affects across the ranks, housing

satisfaction appears more important (closely associated) for

the enlisted ranks than the officer grades. Now that the

lower ranking airmen compete in a similar manner to other

ranks for MFH, future studies may establish a positive

relationship between housing satisfaction and housing for

these ranks. Other factors, not evaluated in this study,

may be involved with this group also. Certainly, more work

is necessary to fully explain the inverse relationship.

Likewise for the officers, other factors (or confounds';

appear to be involved with their intent to stay in th.-e Air

Force.

Housing satisfaction and intent to stay was closely

assoc:ated with the group of male members and their spouses.

:his cculd be viewed as the typical military family of the

pamt, t: ; ,czi - ro-r, :.t family type today.

However, the same was not found with female members and the

newer family type in the military. Similar to the officers,

ar.ove, other factors appear to working in the intent to stay

:or the female members and their spouses. More effort will

> iequired to discover these confounds in future studies.

cd.scussed in the literature review, the typical military

Sryhas changed dramatically through the years. Ea;Ly,

families were two parent families, with the husband as

..L A orce inember and the wife, typically, a homemaker.



Ncw. , r Force families are composed of two parent families

and single parent families. The Air Force member may be the

husband, wife, or both. Today's families are also more

dependent on two incomes than in the past. All of these

c*hanges in the family structure result in changing needs and

desires for the Air Force member. Future studies should

recognize these changing family structures and concerns.

F.nally, the comments provided in Appendix B give yet

another insight into MFH. While this survey did not address

;he personnel, policies, and services of the MFH office,

.any members provided comments related to these subjects.

The frst impression is usually a lasting one. MFH offices

.as strive to make their impressions positive ones.

Policies should be evaluated to reflect the best interest of

C-e :ustomer, within existing law. The customer must

perceive interest and caring from our MFH personnel. This

is another area of government housing which should be

explored relative to housing satisfaction.

ecommendations

Follow-up Survey. Replication of this study will add

we-ght to these findings and bolster confidence in

correlational analysis for determining the strength of

a.sociaticn between intent to stay and satisfaction with

.1ousing. A variation which might help would be to "marry"

~~h: housing portion of this questionnaire with a proven job

saLisfaction questionnaire. A future effort should include
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sendiLng ou two surveys to each member; one for the member

- out and the other for the spouse (where applicable)

.c answer. This would allow a better comparison between the

two opinions of family housing and the effects of the two

opinions on the member's intent to stay in the military.

Experimentation. Ideally, future work will go beyond

ahis study. Demonstrating causality and directionality is

most desirable. Therefore, a longitudinal study is

tecomnended. This could take several forms. One would be

to go to several bases and give the survey. Then after a

MFH renovation has been performed at some of the bases, give

the survey again to all of the original bases. Compare

_u:Lts between bases and. over time, evaluate each base

with itself. Another factor, which could be included in

this study would be to gather actual retention rates at the

bases evaluated. Evaluate the actual changes in retention

rates following a MFH renovation versus rate changes without

a MFH renovation. Do the rate changes at bases which had a

-d-ovation differ from those bases which did not have a

renovation of their housing? Much care must be taken to

.ddtntlfy other factors which may act to confound the

results. Such things as location, population of the

surrounding area, employment opportunities in the area and

overall US unemployment, schools for uependents, local

.:ng c:,anges, and missions or mission changes of the base

..ay affect the intentions of members to remain in the
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Xetention Rates. Another study which may shed more

ligh; on the affects of housing on the military member's

intention to remain in the service would be to study the

retention rates at all military bases. The intent would be

to compare the rates at given bases before and after MFH

zenovations. Also the rates at these bases would be

compared to like installations which did not have any

cnanges to their housing. As mentioned above, extreme care

must be taken to identify confounds.

Survey Instrument. Several items should be added to

the survey instrument based on the comments of the

respondents. Most of their comments appear to be useful.

zor instance: include mobile homes as options: address the

waiting time for MFH; ask. about the helpfulness of the MFH

_:::ce personnel; seek opinions concerning local housing

o e5. u es arn the like; and include questions about

garages, storage rooms, cabinet space, closets (number ..---

zes}, outside storage, yard space, lighting, and size of

it chen.

An open-ended question might help also. Such as: Why

do you (or do you not) live in base housing? Another might

e: W,at do you like (or dislike) most about base housing?

These questions are perhaps harder to tabulate, bu: they

allow free-wheeling by the responders. Valuable

n -rmatIon may be forth-coming which could not be accessed

a.i y ot:ez mainer. These open-ended questions, coupled
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i comments section will help researchers to improve

u , e~rorts.

-n the evaluation of future survey responses, another

ana ysis should be performed to determine a possible link

between the various housing satisfaction items and the

rn:ent to remain on active duty. Perhaps a stronger link

cain je found between the satisfaction with these factors and

th ntent to remain in the military than with the

_ndivbdua 's or spouse's overall housing satisfaction level.

F:i~al Comment

This study should be regarded only as a first step in

proving the DOD position that MFH affects an individual

military member's decision to stay in the military or

separate from active military service. Statistically, the

member's satisfaction with housing and his/her intention to

:a . the service are associated. The number of service

.iembers voluntarily separating each year who are a'so

cls.a sfied with their housing is sufficient to warrant

_7: :er study of this relationship. As pointed out in the

.i:eraure, many family-related factors and quality of life

-a-tors are adversely affecting the military member's

decisior. to :emain on activity duty. This large number of

= .ntary separations should also be sufficIenl- to warrant

.:;r=ase- emphasis on future housing improvements to

-.icease the level of member and spouse satisfaction with

!d3e 11ousing. This number of voluntary separations
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apresents a tremendous loss of talent, knowledge, training

and recruitment monies, and, ultimately, readiness.

The results of this study should also be generalized to

tle other military services. Similar results should be

e:pected in each of the branches of our military.

Therefore, the adverse affects on money, time, manpower, and

:...slun capabi ity are much larger, more significant, and

more important.
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Asurndi x A: A Survey of Attitudes andOpinios
Azout Military Family Housinq

USAF Sarvey Control Number (SCN) 90-47

*_efrzu2'y read each question and all possible answers before
nhocsng your answer. Mark your answers ON THE ANSWER FORM
--:.at lu have separated from this booklet.

i your rank?

_. A-SRA 4. 2LT -Capt
2. Sgt - TSgt 5. Mai - Lt Col

MSgt - CMSgt 6. Col or above

. w -ong have you been in the military?

i. Less than 2 years
2. 2 years, but less than 4 years
3. 4 y-ars, but less than 3 years

4 years, but less than 12 years
yealrs, but less than 16 years

-, lo years, but less than 20 years
7. 20 years or more

C yOu intend to remain in the service until eligible
io retire (at least 20 years)?

1. Definitely not
2. Probably not

Uncertain
4. Probably yes

Deflnitely yes
b. I have already served 20 or more years

.ex:

1. Female
-. Male

L--5 than 20 years
'0 years, but less t-an 25 years

3years, but less than 30 years
"ars, but less than 3 years

i : years, less than 40 years
40 "ve, s or more
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. ~nat is your marital status?

. 'Married - living with spouse
Separated

3. Divorced
Widowed

5. Single - never been married

nhow many government dwellings have you resided since
U 1 he military?

1. 2 4. 7- 8
3 - 4 5. 9 - 10

J. 5 - 6 6. more than 10

.:ow many children do you have living with you?

None 4. 3
2. i 5. 4
J. 6. 5 or more

9. How many other relatives do you have :iving with ycu'
n brcher/sister, etc)?

,. None 4. 3
2. "1
3. 2 6. 5 or more

. Location and Type of Permanent Housing

,O. ;.here are you currently !4ving?

. U.S. government-owned family housing
-. .tnt./Iease economy (civilian) housing

Owrn or are buying current residence

Nnhere would you prefer to live?

U.S. government-owned family housing
_. ,-ezt/ lease economy (civilian) housing

?ersonaliy owned residence

2. I what style of housing are you currently living?

Sngie-family, detached

Townhouse or row house
A. zA:tment (1-3 story lbldgq

. ApaL.... , . (high rise, more than 3 story bldg)
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13. :Gow 'ong have you .:ved in your current resldence?

,. Less than 6 months
2 6 months - less than I year

I yea; - less than 2 years
4. 2 years - less than 3 years
L 3 year-3 - less than 4 years

4 years or longer

PART Ii. Satisfaction with Permanent Housing

ueszions 14 to 48: Indicate your opinion of each of the
L "11owng aspects of your present residence. Select from
the answers below when responding '.o each of these
au!es' -ons.

_. Very Satisfied

* Somewhat Satisfied
.:;eilner Satisfied nor Dissatisfied

5. Somewhat Dissatisfied
6. Dissatisfied
7 Very Dissatisfied

8. Does Not Apply

,4. Overall size of residence

13. Bedroom sizets)

-. Number of bedrooms

Living/dining room sizes

id. Bathroom size(s)

Number of bathrooms

2. Operating condition of the (installed) kitchen
a:. ar ce s

:; umber of kitchen appliances furnished

--aun ry facilities

--. . -t7 of the water source

7 ctrcal service

.oc water supply system
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.Very Satisfied
2. Satisfied
3. Somewhat Satisfied
4. Neutral
S. Somewhat Dissatisfied
6. Dissatisfied
7. Very Dissatisfied
S. Does Not Apply

26. Hwaz;ng system (including insulation)

27. Air conditioning system

28. Cost of utilities

:?. Cost of housing

30. Availability of maintenance and repair services for
you residence

31. Quality of maintenance and repair services on your
resideace

33. Personal safety and security

3$. Degree of privacy

34. External appearance of residence

Appearance of the neighborhood

16. Number of recreational facilities for teenagers

17. Availability of recreational facilities for teenagers

38. 7:u: e of recreational facilities for preteens

3. Avaiablrity of recreational facilities for preteens

03. ionvenience of residence to playyards/playgrounds

4> Convenience of residence to youth activity centers

h:. Convenience of residence to base or duty station

.Convenience of residence to medical dispensary/clinic

44. Convenience of residence to major medical facilities

43. Availability of child care services and facilities

4G Accessibility of public transportation
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n7. Overall, how satisfied are you with the adequacy of

your :esidence?

i. Very Satisfied
Satisfied
Somewhat Satisfied
Neutral

5. Somewhat Dissatisfied
6. Dissatisfied
7. Very Dissatisfied
8. Does Not Apply

48. Overall, how satisfied is your spouse with the adequacy
of your residence?

i. Very Satisfied
-. Satisfied
3. Somewhat Satisfied
4. Neutral
5. Somewhat Dissatisfied
6. Dissatisfied
7. Very Dissatisfied
%. Does Not Apply
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PA RT IV. Comments

in this section, please provide any comments you have
concerning this survey. Things to consider include:
questions which didn't fully address your concerns, answers
whuch may need qualification, relevant Military Family
Housing topics not covered, as well as criticism of the
survey instrument itself. Your comments are appreciated.

Ornce again, let me thank you for taking the time to help us.
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Appendix B: Comments of the Respondents

The comments of the Air Force members responding to the

survey are listed below. Since the respondents were

anonymous, the comments below are simply numbered according

to their arrival.

i. In our base housing the 3 bedroom homes have 2 1/2
baths, and it would be wonderful for the 2 bedrcom homes to
have 2 baths, or at least 1 1/2 baths.

. You are absolutely correct about your belief that Air
Force members place great value on their family's living
eilvironment. That environment is an element in discussions
aoour- career intentions and plays a major role in my ability
to concentrate my efforts on my job. Problems with auarter-
recuire time and detract from an otherwise productive work
environment.

Another factor, not addressed in the survey, is the
adequacy of schools for dependent chidren.

Funds spent to upgrade the quality of on-base housing
pay benefits many fold the original investment.

2. Since this is hopefully the house I will own when 7

retire, the satisfaction level is much higher than it wou:d
no.maiy be. Renting and base housing don't compare.

4. Assignment to military family housing eligibility
2 ~Lt .Z continues to be a concern for many members.
Scecificaliy: Number of bedrooms authorized by grade. WIe..
coupies without children are placed in 3 and 4 bedroom units

neighborhoods heavily populated with children of al
ages, there are invariable frictions over where/how children
p ay.

Adequate parking accessible from quarters is often a
concern for members residing in military family housing.

5. Purchase of a family home was a conscious decision to
apply available funds which could have been invested
e Iw:nere _r" allowances were up to date. My accumulated
equity represents my choices not the governments
-eroga 4ives. Owners should not be penalized for ownerslip

decisions nor should they receive undue consrderation.
-.si- s important. Let members make their choices
, . =[e 305 3os l e.

7 ud prefer government housing. However, -h&e
u that for my rank and family size, trhe house size is

,suaily not adequate. Also government housing areas are
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usually cluttered and often located in the heart of the base
business activities. Yards are poorly landscaped and cost
too much for the resident to do. Finally, schools which
service military housing areas are usually of reduced
quality.

I would like to see a program where the government
buys,"reselis houses from their professionals (Sr NCOs and
Officers) like it does for senior civil servants.

7. Questions which should be asked: How satisfied are you
regarding assignment of family housing? How satisfied are
y-ou regarding the quality of people working in the MFH
off1ce?

The houses themselves should be updated instead of
spending money on outside recreation facilities. The light
ftx:..es in my house are from the 50s, so is the stove,
which is 100 degrees off in the oven. I can't get them
changed unless I buy my own. You're spending your money on
looks instead of functionality.

1. if the quality of the interior paint contractors was
inspected the interior of the house would be excellent. The
inzpections have been poor and the walls and trim are,
plainly speaking, gross. None of the nail holes were ever
professionally filled before repainting and the walls are
covered with these areas. The trim has been caked with
pwn and the doors do not close properly and the windows
s--i-k closed. This is not an isolated case at Myrtle Beach.

same was true at Osan AB (Mustang Village) and RAF
Bentwaters and RAF Woodbridge Family Housing in the UK.

- Az my present base you have to be at 'east an E-4 to
aet on the waiting list for base housing. i don't

c.nerstand why the less money a person makes the harder it
is to get government housing.

Also, the only rank on this base that gets VHA is
SMSgt. Whatever formula the AF uses to come up with VHA
e..~igibity needs to be changed. If they don't think a
S£ISgt can afford his housing, then what about AICs? I am

u residing in a small 1 bedroom apartment with my
,: n. am paying approximately $50 to $60 over my BAQ a

;ont. on rent and utilities and 1 can't get VHA.
Cverai., how satisfied am i with the policies for base

housing at Maimstrom AFB? VERY DISSATISFIED

10. To whom it may concern. Everyone in the Air Force has
azd complaints from low ranking airmen about base housing
t .aIa~ilbe until the rank of SRA. i respect :his

buu " also beiieve with the cut backs of military personnel
a& tne emtpty base housing that this should be taken into
-:Dis detation for those airmen that are struggling
f-jancialiy living off base.
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'. ?ert! was very little choice in housing within a
reasonable distance from base (under 15 minutes) that had a

4:;cn1-a-e rent. Base housing is very inadequate for
f e without children or with only one child. The base
housing office was an excellent source of info -- very
helpful, very nice.

2. The permissive TDY for housing hunting prior to a PCS
move should be an AF funded TDY. This would give members a
chance to prepare for an area prior to having to move in.

.. 3. is the amount of housing one can buy/lease/rent off
base comparable to that offered of base -- i.e. field grade
housing allowance for on base quarters gets over 2000 square
feet -- can you get that off base? In our area, no.

q. For question 46, there is a great need for public
zransportation to and from base and town, since there is
none for Grand Forks.

::. would like to know what is the regulation that
czoverns the military spouse (dependent non-military) be:ingz
a~lowed to sign for base housing if the military member is
on temporary duty or on emergency leave. Can it be allowed
- the dependent shows his/her ID card and has a power 3.
attorney. I was told that it was not possible for rty
.... o do so because I had to physically sign for the
:u.se. I explained that I was TDY and if the form cou ..

, to me that I woul3 sign and return it to them, but -

14aL told that I had to physically be there.
feel if the house is available and I am next on the

.ist then if I am on temporary duty my spouse should be a*':
_u sign for adequate housing if accompanied by a power o:
attorney and a valid ID card. Please provide informatio:.
u~ t .c _gu ation about this situation.

A question that could be added to the survey: How
:.&';:ul is the housing office when relocating?

0. We live in a 3 bedroom unit with no children, so the
o about teens don't concern us. And of course, with

1 children, we are very satisfied with the rooms.

-, .arts ::: and IV should be addressed to on-base housin;
Wy wItther one is currently occupying or have occupied

b ouzing . was very satisfied with base housing at in.
-a 1 duty station.

.e czontractor/reaitor (same person) we purchased ou
, om is extremely d-sreputable. After ' yeai )f

P-ooltms dealing with him, including a small claims case, we
_ed -a cornpiaint with our Family Housing Office. Since
.i. g, though, over 5 families (military) have purchased

Sin our neighborhood without being forewarned. Since
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.. '; cne in-processes through Family Housing, they should
aave zee.:n :.ormed of complaints on file.

C-.erwise, Oklahoma is a buyer's market. We live 5
from Tinker, and love the neighborhood. Thanks for

2.9. -t seems as though local landlords know what housing
allowances are and rent is set accordingly! This leaves
noch~ng extra to help out with utilities.

20. I live off base -- own/buy home. Survey is slanted
toward on base housing.

2i. Questions should be addressed to the following: (a,
availability of government housing and (b) waiting period
for government housing occupancies.

With current depressed housing market situation in
certain areas of the US, occupying the government owned
facility is increasingly desirable and sometimes it is
:--nancailly necessary. Many of us got caught in the housing
glut and go: stuck with the double mortgages or continued
payment of a previously owned house due to PCS.

Availability of adequate government housing will hep
the milltary members considerably. Especially where one

c.be assigned to the area where houses are not selling
we;-.

. Lived in a BOQ for a year and normal MFH for
apgrox~mateiy 18 months. in your purpose you state that you
ire tr"ing to determine how assigned housing affects careez
in.- ons. don't see how the questions you asked wi"
,ccunmpn- tnis.

You never asked the direct question -- How does yout
:.ouslng affect your career decision? You don't ask any
.uestions that relate cost of living to the type of housing
i.e. in OKC 1 can buy a great house for 60K -- not in

, r Washington DC).

.Didn't ask about: size of kitchen, good floor plan,
Yctr, srze, yard maintenance, working spouse, and garage c-
.- =acge facilities. Also "you didn't ask if we would use
X= ary housing if we could. .E. Do we like this base's

)ts or is zaze housing worth surrendering hous:ng

24. : have never lived in government furnished quarters
my farmiy. I fe if I was forced to live in this

manner, my wife and family would prefer i became a civilian.

. Xeown a home and 15 acres approximately 12 minutes
irm oase. We are in a very r::=aa azea and en~oy being away

:Om town,. AI Fo-ce housIng nas had little to do wit'h my
*~ r

gt out .
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. 4safety and security of the playground equipment
ne-ds to be reassessed. Safety is a key factor In today's
A4. Force and what better way to ensure safety at work than
to practice safety at home.

- . :-ave dyed in base housing once as a bachelor (1973)
and married (85-87) in Guam. I found the housing nice and
u~keep satisfactory. I would hope efforts are being made to
concentrate efforts on overseas base housing and in hglh
cos: CO.NUS areas. That's where people need government help

acquire reasonable quarters.

-3. "lust family housing is very bland without individuality
allowed and most multiple family housing I've seen is nearly
,exactly the same, house after house. Most houses lack
decks, patios, porches, etc. for outdoor barbecuing, etc.

you are really interested: (a) lack of trees, (b)
- yard. (c) too hot in summer, (d) too cold in winter,
-- -nc.:Ly (e) extremely small bedrooms.

z:. ef to live on base, however the typically sma."
&zuses available do not adequately fit my needs, s3nce ..",
-'n~s are now getting older. The size of the houses
ou 'e with the lack of garages and the long wait tc occ_up.

.:os: base houses makes it impractical. Most military
• . emzo -o not want to wait 3-9 months for an on-base hc.~e.
e....rary :vlng quarters are not set up to handle-long ter-

o7ayz and renting a place for the 3-9 months results in a
" ccrd" move.

.ecently moved out of Bethel Manor on 30 May and on;'
a-- : new apartment for 2 weeks, but I'm very happy

qe ietd higher housing allowances.

33. Quesz:on 10 does not address people living in the base
.... 3ome park. We have more floor space in our mobile
zome t:a:. people at base housing do. There is also more
?a d 2a.e and privacy than at base housing.

:_iuvenlent access to duty section is a plus. But,
S-oca _-ent and utilities, even at a little
would move off base. BAQ and VHA combined, you

_os_ _zo much money.

I to believe that a LtCoi would be offered a
uare zooc house -- with kids, it's a tight squeeze.

.uLu y 17 yearZ oz service would warrant more.
-ave a love-hate relationship with base housing.
.iog ne the feeling of living in a submarine, -"ove

t nience of living on base -- it teally is a
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u'_'il ce. Too bad we can't afford decent housing for our
-- a would make it ideal.

-ay in the AF (and intend to stay as long as
possible) despite things like marginal base housing.

36. The only thing that needs to be mentioned here is that
the family in the Little Rock, AR area must be prepared to
pay $4450-$700 for a home of sufficient size and in an area
tu provide some degree of security. This $450-$700 does not
7nclude utilities. Any dollar amount below $450 puts the
famnily in a low rent district and in most cases in fear for
their lives.

ase housing is fine for a new family just starting
ou:. :uz. for families with older kids, it's just too small.
A L he housing is jammed together, leaving residents wit.
vev little room to grow or yards so small that there Js no
:-Vacy. This also brings up the point of the youngest
azrman who is not yet eligible for base housing being forced
to live in unsafe neighborhoods, and for the most part i
.'meS which should be condemned.

( do not live in base housing. However, if housinq on
ae were what I wanted, I certainly would live on base.
_" it more convenient, safer, etc. But at the present
a.signmen, base housing is not adequate nor appealing!
Z~ecalaiy for 2LT through LtCol. This is Maxweil'AFB.

. feel that a 3 bedroom should be larger than a 2
bedroom. When a person arrives on base and a larger house
-s open, but the person the house is on hold for has not
airIved PCS then, I feel the first person that arrives
should g-: the house.

The size units for housing should be the same Air Fcrce
w:.d-. was told in ATC that I was allowed a 4 bedroom

e ,ne i arrived in TAC I was told that I was al'owed
-a edroom house. The 2 bedroom house I had in ATC

.arger than the 3 bedroom in TAC. What's more, when
on base, 1 was told that there were 2 homes open,

could not have the larger house because it was on h -
-j- scmeon= due in PCS within 2 weeks. That, to me, is

a person lives in a hot area, he should be able to
xpect the AC system to keep the house cool, not hotter

inside than out. When the system breaks down, it should not
s.ake 3 or 4 weeks to repair. What's even worse is to find
oD: that the first work order was LOST. With the second
work order filled out, it still takes 2 weeks to be worIed.
And -.w a tnird work order is filled out because the others
A ev :ix~d the system.

.aft , questions which I th:nk should be asked:
,: trhe avaiiability of base housing at your station

-: anU



_a: is t:ne waiting time frame to acquire (reside nofk
.ase .. ous;.,g?

.&. Te base housing at Wilie is getting old and is no:
, epared adequately. For instance, we got a brand new natn

*wliacl we real ly didn't need, but must use out-dated
,.umbina parts for our toilet which leaks constanitly. The
~hwaherthough new is very cheap and doesn't work well at

all. Base housing is convenient but many of the drawbacks
al most_ -ut-weigh the cost and exasperation required to live
riere.

" -' Tive in a trailer park in a rural area 15 miles from
oase. My wife is 2 blocks from her parents. It is quie: 1:1

- 1 ;gnbo r -ood . I liked it better when we were in base
ncuna ecause :t 4took me 3~ minutes to get to work. Gu:_
...~ingis currently under construction at Carswell AFB, TX.

Xt- 7.ay get zDac:k on tnae I _st now that I'm a SSgr:. My wife is
.iorestic engineer (homemaker).

3~housizng in some areas needs improvement for
e.~grs. Very little recreational facilities for ex.
>_l f program6 or club house meeting place for teens to.

..ave varties, meetings, or just get together for some
ecreatiofial activities. The upkeep of base housing could

improved for maintenance on the older-*homes.

- H. ahink the whol'e base water system on Cannon AFE
--e the same quality as the water that can be zae.

cthe water lab for drinking.
to:*r~ic.care, I thank children shou luaoeo

I : .' to the child care center nyietem:ay
ar;en:-, parents have to work -- no matter what time it is,

a aso fee' that- there s-oula ne a separate (smaller)
Sfor children who are a little under the weath-e.

go to : regular chilid care center.

4.Eielson AFB housing is, by far, the worst I've eve:--
...te Ar 'For ce. Company grade officers are housed ~n

i! g 7 -pe uits. As a major, my only choice of on-c-ase
~ *zois edof an eight-plex in a court occupied by a

oup~e ol fie:_- grade officers, several company grade
an d a o)uzcn of NCOs. Duplexes are extremely hard

:o come by. My wife and I were generally very satisfied
J".r u.us~iri at Vance AFB and our_ Navy housing i~n

eie' re extreme>;v satisfied with our Alsk ff -bDa s
a-, a.. ougln it is exzremely expensive. BAQ and VH.M

e arL a I cf ithe il h ow e ver. CDLA does -,ot
- ~ *:o'~: tnerextr ;rciary r:os-s, particu a: -.

a--- a, z-z!:-.ses Cgas, upkeep, and insurance).

.. u~ro~ oca~:n i.;etold oLn'-ers my opinionl o-
.7is P.uin~ eLt prcerta tne conversation is a. --



h ben ef-ts of !ivi:.g in [bases housing. The other 10% is
mostly concerning the non-privacy involved in living in
housing. But over all the positive reasons for living in

suusing by far our weighs the negative reasons.

46. Thoe of us who live off-base select a home that best
meets all our needs within the constraints of our housing
a owane. That is the key issue and there was only one
question in the whole survey about money.

-7. -ne state of Alaska has had a severe drop in the
.c . market, causing many people to have to default or
joans when required to PCS. There simply are no buyers, and

:.o cl e to sell when required to leave the state!

p "ersonally don't care for socialistic housing. Eut
t"e gcveunment does a fine job in most cases maln:aining

.r~i ousing.

4 7. :.hough I feel very fortunate and comfortable in my
,_-rent housing situation, I still have one concern. Seing
da ed. to another military member, only one of us receives

7 ependent rate BAQ. I do not think this is a matter oE
_,Z,.-: paid enough to live comfortably. I think it is a

-e. oo eiag paid for the rank and position you hol.3
m- iitary. Therefore, I think no matter who you ar-a

.. :.a ed to, everybody deserves what their grade entitle
. . You do not penalize a military member who _s

:,a -ried to someone working for a civilian company making
*i3ou a jear. Payment should be based on what you Co0, L)
who you are married to. Should my wife take less

s at work because she gets paid less?

50. My "Join-Spouse" assignment consists of a 42 mile
commute to Luke AF3 each way. My husband is also ADAF at
illiams. We live in a nice residential community, but my

comute ~necessitates my leaving active duty.

:.. : would be in base housing if it had been availab' an
i: T.y :-enau [ could have attended a different school.

.eaily appreciate the way housing is set up. For
, :e nouses are back to back and the children can

:iay on: the sidewalks, without any automobile traffic. :
_e tie security of living on base and being close to
,.cessa.y services. i wi ,: I had an enclosed garage, but

p is better than nothing.

os mrlitary housinq is outdated, i.e. small rooms a
, Heating and cooling ducts are in the concrete

slat wnici: du:Lng tnle wint;er cools the heat and in the
wacrms rne coo. azr. is dependent on the slab
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o.. Sould ask: Square footage of house, sidewalks ir
aL. a. lawn info, sheds, cost of housing, what base am
:rom, and what area is this for?

T:-hs questionnaire seems like a big waste of money.
What is it going to accomplish that you will fix? Nothing

:M" op'nYon with the questions you asked. Let's start
using :ny time for something that will matter.

3. menuf. Government quarters are available if 7

'es~r d, but are even smaller than current rental property.
.- si, whereas Lts, Capts, and Cols are allowed heated
garages, Majs and LtCois are not.

,v not address the issue of size and age of
faciities? i choose to live off-base because MFH is too
.rowded. too old, and unaesthetic.

):. The quarters were renovated just prior to moving in.
The facility dates from 1948 and had little money put into
its upkeep. Bedrooms and bathrooms are much too sma'".
3sqoage was :nadequae.. T e house is cramped e,en wit' a
:2:-. 'eu asement. 1900 square feet is too small for 4 with
.;ive teenagers.

56. The heating or cooling system must run for extended
,enqths of time in order tc reach tne desired tempeature.

'-n no :p. t, but insulazion wou%, definitely save 3n
c.ergy costs.

No oiaygroundE c- preteen activity center is avai'a"'
-. se to base housing.

'..uui_ ' r m easy, my wife :s dissatisfIed w: " t-,%
..:..en. They badly need remodeling, n'ew cabinets. etc.

squae footage criteria Is ignorant!! 1950s maybe!
ca;tain buys/rents better and larger qu~arters off-base t.an,

.-- Fprovides Colone:- nd Generals.

There is currently a lot of renovation going on here i-
.H. A'though I think it's good -- major problem Ls not

replumbi',a, etc. It's the size of the units.
a_ .- rm =h a divlng rooms/dinng _ooms are tuo sma" . -

7: jes- and see for yourself. have lived in ove; , M-
.- J ,::r ba.es as a dependent growing up ana 3

. whle or active auty. Most have had adequate
, : _ng rooms. Fof ex.ample, the houses at :yes- :,2.

Eut- La,- _ atnr-ooms art_ always too smal . 1 assume new
.sooe ',, tnan renovation, but w'ni]e nice.

.- coratinons. " coes- : .c e <. space pLol e:71.

. haven't iived in any governme nt dw e. n a a.
.C: u.s:.de of town (about 2 miles) in a rural

.... ,;n with at least 20 apaL montu a<$ . nouz's an2
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_ ..... ei subdivision exists farther out; yet the town sin!!
.. cahe tv out there. Reception is very had.

invl - have heard that many of the residents (many
,mi iva r y have requested it to no avali.

Aany of the apartments in town have no covered park_.g.
A.n area with such extremely hot weather, rain, hail, and
duzo Leal'; could use this protection. This would make
housing more appealing.

josi of the housing I've seen are not insulated wel ,
:ving up the costs of utilities.
Electrical wiring in our apartment is overloaded in the

" rowit breaker panel causing popped circuit breakers when
sume appliarnces are used simultaneously. Electrical
1-_ldi.. code is not being regulated.

The tap water is very high in chlorine and brown
Sandme"I.

3:. We have lived in base housing at ever'y duty station.
N:icur a doubt, our current housing at Eimendorf AFB is n---
wost we were ever assigned. The area we live in is

r=ferred to as "the ghetto." When we first went ::
- nc office, we were told that we could get qua:ieL:

. r~ain areas of the base. When we were given housen -
ck at, they were in a completely different area. Th;e

,=Le -piexes that were the type assigned to 3unior NCCs.
' far-wnately, with the current system, you do not hav-
choice once you are offered something. We were living i.
hotel ($35/day). Once you turn something down, you go -o

_-r -e: of the housing list and lose your t-mporary quaroers
-11wance. And, SAQ and VHA-don't add up tu $35 per !a:
S.- what choice do you really have? Their 3ob is to fi
C ....53s. ie rented apartments where they show you a mode

n yu show up to move in, you get a dump. i felt ;K.
ireatmeni was about the same from base housing. This was
Iwo the first time : had ever moved into a base house that
;as.'t clean and everything fixed and in working order.
i:, acy 1_ a goke. You have none. You cannot have flcwe-
vi, ni~e awn. The kids in the neighborhood (term usecd
losoll) don't care about other people's property. For thne
-."zy we ;iv up BAQ and VHA) :hs place is really the
;its. T",o only good thing is the kids have a good sch"c.

. , to the point that we can move out, we
wziniv~ly will. When we asked housing if we could move i-_
A",Qhwr &cva on base, they said no. Maybe it was because
i.,! wouli have a hard time getting people to backfill t,.
i.nto. if ohe housing people had to live in base housinq,
,ay,4 they would see things diffetently. At almost every

=,vw seen at, you were -: ! that if you liveu ;n
you were a "home owner. " At some locatmons, w.
-- -' r Sat our coo,. Lava told my wi:e nhan

• .. va .0. a"=.- ,Q .A o.n this hosusingu. :7 is th!e abs K" -e
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_ ave as a senior Captain. I had to tone down 7'e :nu::
_1 'nl spouse. She isn't a happy camper.

>=obZems i.nclude: ;edzooms too small, detached garage
(unheated, small, and 50 yards from house), no privacy, poor
snow removal (need a 4-wheel drive to get into the garage),
and exterior appearance is poor.

62. Room sizes are ok, floor plan is not good (house built
in '50s. AC is turned off during hottest part of tne day
to conserve electricity. I do not like houses painted
same or close to the same. The enclosed yard space ,s coo
sma. Overall, we would be pleased with a modern ::oor
p'.an and a 15% increase in square footage.

64. :hie water here is terrible. Our washing maci:ne rs
cons :an:y under repair because of the sand that boc7s -

:espite complaints about the situation, nothing 'as
te_. done to remedy the situation. We only drink boitl d
,4ae. now.

S5. When I visit my friends living on base, : can't believe
::a: tney can set their thermostat to 65-70 degrees : -
A:izona heat. The amount of money -- wastefully spent -- ,
utilities must be enormous! I think 75 degrees is plenty
_col. zr I would set my thermostat at home to 65-70
decrees, my electricity bi'I would be near S300 per mon-.
Le 'S save some money for the Air Force and enforce our
:-rrent conservation standards, or get new standards.

.e just bought* a new house near Gunter AFB, ma-nr ou,
- -= "no: vety appealing' base row housing we were

e'__: Area offers many new house opportunit: es a:
pr . -'r not sure of answers to questions 36-39 because

a:o- n iave kids--yet!

- your survey covered all topics. No furhec

-ar very dissatisfied with the non-availability for
Sase housing. Especially due to having a handicapped

. .. needing the access to major medical facilities.
rising housing and living costs we live 35 minutes
e h aseiduty station. Serving my country has led my

_a:..y into financial stress and onto we-fare programs.
..;ith lack of medical fac-ii~res for our handicapped

a the above reasons, my wife and i have enco=.:e-e
ma::iai problems. i had planned on makino a career

.iir Force as our parents url aefore us. Zowevet.
. . . . er, oct reen st . .... "

_ ,..ian world.

. 7. e ask t}:x f owing questions .r a: "s- ,: :n e7

".:.= DL S~ " . ie_



a. e gover.nment quarters available at your duty

W.;ould You occupy them if they were available.-
v. What_ is your opinion of the occupant maintenance

euired in order to contiLnue occupation of those quarters-~
(!) Rules are fair and don't require change
(2) Rules are somewhat fair
(3) Rules are unfair
i14) i'm unaware of any rules
k5) Rules are fa ir and fairly enforced
k*) Rules are fair and not fairly enforced
(7') Rules are nor- even enforced

Whol_'e rank is due its privilege, ol.Lr lower ranking
ooi~s aie forced into terrible off base housing because of

poroor pay and the fact that they are not eligible fo
on- c ase qua.- ers. The lower ranking should be r e au :re c
;c::upy base quarters if they are available and the morle
Se:;o1or t roops required to reside off base. This one chan,-ge
w~l chance the idea that the phrase "People are number

In to something other than lip service. it wouli-- a!-c
C_.Ia:.Q the demographics of the people using the base

e s.

Afar as I am concerned, this survey shnould have
~zdat question 13, because we are buy~ng our home.

_21a 'QeU r of the questions really don't pertain to me as --ne
.. ment doesn't furni'sh the home, appliances, or

a :n an ce .

:yess oase housing seems to be weil kept and the
~ ~:ot cf the residents accept responsibility to 'keep

-.-a nC.My major concern is the size of the homes. !-,'
-. tobuy furniture when you have no place to put it.~

are adequate as far as the living conditions, bDut
3us: isn,'t enough space. Before I go any further,

I-. saw Cat-swell AFB's housing so 1 guess
'tcomp7 ain.

s'L 3 ouso is Inadequate due to size, privacy, and
uf oainrooms. After 20 years of service, you te -

.ta~e curnature than one can put in a 1200 : q
cc.-rerefore. you must live off- base in expenso:.e

-3=Z -nd apay hegoing rate for the utilities.

Oe~C~ea question should be addressed concerni..:
-7 :.to osul.ate townhouses or apartments because

L~oundl'evil or noise"~ cominq :rom a ehor'

e case:. Iiusirg n"eie is some of the smrallest units :
-Z! I _r;~ on --, c carting in the service. -:t lackz

a'C q~ate kitchei space and a dowse i edrooms ar',2:<
:tage space; and lmt ed carpDort: space. The



;was good and to the point. One o4 :he better ones
ve seen o.- the subtect.

. have a renovated base house. The contractors
p= :ormed po'zr maintenance. The house was vacant fcr over a

a'e..c:->::.etead AFB, FL.

- .ictary housing bathrooms need to be bigger. They
a'so need storage space. Housing in the North need garages.

The only government quarters I have ever lived in was
- uml:ry when an airman. Given the option I will

=a'vy cnoose downtown. Living on base i- too much like
-vinig and working at the same place. The homes I have

s_ ae too small, there is a great lack of privacy, and
-e are zoo many restrictions and hass'es. When you "

-ez .e your yard work done on the specified date you g=-
.-assled even if you failed due to duty related work.

CE work done is a pain. There seems to be more
o e:s wi:h neighbors and they also seem to be less car-:n.g

-.bcu-t each others' needs.

*.. nase housing was made available upon my arrival
nowever, the qua" ity of the unit was far less than -

I:<r=,he,. Therefore, my husband and I decided tea livr.c
L::-ase would be a better investment. Also, anotner
- -. actor was .,rivacy and .ack of the "Military

!n:.uence" at home (i.e. Block Chiefs).

7 -J uo walls are paper thin. if I stand next to my wa.
-a. 1 *_. dlo :iiy nerghbor in a low tone of voice and
un.derstand every snle wor d.! do not unaer =ana :s.

Also, _, ive in Airman housing (be what :t may). We
,v :e bthroomn uptaors. One very smal bat:uroo,.

s u, Lut i would rather have a sma er second
o fuz a zzgqer bathroom.

. , we have one drawer in our kitchen! ,7es, one
! would do without the dishwasher for two moze
iTs is my wife's boggest problem; plus the

nk 1 as it s privieg e, ou why doesn' the Air
-Lu. :IuunIQ to people who realy ned ot? Any'-

c. a-,- up should ve-y well afford housing (off basei.
"-s-er ana most places there are Airmen, ABs. and AI'z

4 ami:es who can't get on base; Just food stamps.

nam cssatisfed with the sIz- of the kitchen :son.:
r: bedroom houses on Wil hams AF3 have more

Li,'i:nc L 2 soz s a:e a" trhe same :n a' t-e base
- : ' ss o: r::,_ n c- :. ce: o rooms.

L-- l..o"e .e/teo to buy my resocence mc: trhe :o, owt:.g



-o ired o : having to process in and out of base
u~rnu.Even though 1 personally haven't failed any

c~in~or -ad any problems, the stigma is still
app a ren t T fe el like privacy is lacking on-base versu-s

*c~.-zsehousing. The price of base housing is the most
attractive feature, but having neighbors, who sometimes are
vinuic:[_ve, is stressful.

\1-base housing has its place for our younger NCOs and
a ,Mn But I am satisfied with my own house.
~nfci~unately, I couldn't afford the housing that I'd have

~ :ap~estwith. Right now base housing is mainly for
o career -folks (S'rA and above). One of the problems :s.:

eyounger airmen need help and should qualifyfo
nousinc; b~efore some senior folks.

is hard to make government housing feel like it'
me auc to restraints on decorations, etc. For

--amp e, changing paint from dull white to bright cheerf
_: )c~ every room is the same color, not allowed to
.4a paper. Housing here is very poorly insulated. Too many
p opli in housing aren't neighbors, it's more like living in

a -aof --pies and tattlers. Garages are too small, shou.,u
D~ two car garages.

Delete the "House-of-the-Month" program. This program
_s olit~cal in nature, creates unneeded stress, and wastes

;.overnment monies.

541. Size of.L yards are too l.arae at some houses and too
z*.all a- others. Cniladren will use big yards to play

;zecause -oasebal' ields are no available ...cor

- .. i: ore complexes that provide more utilities anad
rt~lat -alow pets.

i in -rst looked at the survey I was under the
mptesslon this was a survey for on-base housing.

i. 1'.-. not sure now thais ali applies to those of us buying
a :iolme in town.

t h~ here is a on g lis t Lin F.E. Warren to get-
int base housing. Is there anything that can be done to

h.-a: problem?

2onc~ronof the house when assigned versus thte
tdccndition of the house when turned over to MFH.

-i *2ofl.tact1or _ aiyuhouse, th~e inspector
Je~:rc': ieL. ao. you clean your own house, you

ouaranteed a failure thie fIrs tme
17AG~oe satrsfied with thL- house 1 currently live an

-a-,e zurq AF3, 1A than "t'- M4F.- duplex in Montana.



_. C reason for overall satisfaction with my housi.ng is
_e~~ thal :n, oaying about $330 more (per months thnan

-:I( 7Ii cvpv.. in coldzr cimates there is no
cou.esatiorn for heatincg bills, a definite deficiency. in

su.as an avionics technIcian, my overall economic
:ua~ondictates a need for a better paying civilian job.

~r~~s omething is done, the Air Force will continue to
L--good people and keep retaining the "slow leaks."

.-avt- seen this phenomena throughout my career.

i.s only my second duty assignment. While serving
-a: ion Ai4r Stati on, Crete, 7 :'Ved or. the Greek econorri

in an apartment. The same holds true focr :hsassignment-.
I-e n an apartment in the San Angelo commnuni-_tY. So

Q uesr:iorn 14-46 do not apply to me.

7---2S need. to receive yEA. 'E-4s receive VHA and so do
W _y 5sare E-5 skipped?

. :y ife ana -rina it -nard to believe that mi±,-::ary
mi re,-s of the same rank are not accommoate t-- same,
i-_ comes to military housing. My wife and I live in a two
-e rooi Wherry style housing unit that is better suiteQ_ :cr

len ouse than a living establishment. We have adea' t
feas. radon, and now asbestos since we took residence.

barely enough living space in our unitL to house
r.Our kitchen appliances are a1' bur- prenistorzc,

'dci 1)e sent to the scrap yard. When another
-i ua' of the same rank, 'single member- w:tzi r. -

n3!- a nIewly :-emode'ed Capehart unit, rdhIch :.ncu:
appiances, wall-to-wall carpeting, and has enoug'

oo-age to louse two W4herry units, I find iz t r:;-.
vemy wit-e and live the way we do. The entire

y 3~gprogram in the Air Force needs to b'e
ruand chaanges need to be made accordingly!

L a new home on 2 1/2 acres of ad"
trn_, we owned a smaller house and the responses ar'!'n

k. t- ce t~s s urvey concern members who .ive cf._

aisatisfied with the school system in our area.

a * cu~it between uni t s L~s very poor. 3 a c; y~
- ~rouenly flooded and very soggy most of the yea,-.

i..,, 4kited. Air conditioner drains onto
awa.

.a- orn s-rong consideration needs to a-
<: :az~or construcTio a:L 0 :c nCusI.:n. 1.

: ~ ::ic-u. t! o mn.e enas meet it 1,jitu CI



&- u-_7 u= tc the rising rent prices as well as u_-l_ _y
_pl_ . the construction of more housing is not a
oi ojtion, maybe the idea of paying the member's

rent bill is.

, .. is good to know that the AF is trying to better
aocommodate the people by way of surveys such as this. It
:Tay seem like I have a lot of gripes about where i live. k

. So, you're probably asking, "Why doesn't he move?" In
Dover there are cheaper places to live; the only thing is,
a" some of them, they say two fuli-time employed persons,
such as my wife and me make too much money. i pay $310 per
mon-h and for the same or less I could live in a better
-placel ,slightly) if my wife quit her job. But we need

oo "ncomes. We are counting the days until we get a house
r ade! We hate where we live, but don't have much ch- oe
in tne nmatter. Thanks!

_ ". Wrhouo a doubt, the housing on Edwards AFE for Jr NCOs
is less than adequate. The houses are too small, old, and
un.=Ot. During heavy rains, two of the bedrooms in my unit
rlood with water seeping in between the wail and the floor.
-.e wind, which always blows, flows freely around the doors

and windows. A good number of the units are in need or
":iL \outside) and many are missing parts, of the eves.

When i moved in, the inspector had a list of
4iscre;ancies which I was assured would be repaired in a
:-mely manner. Six months later, al± are in the same
_cndczion. Trash pick-ups are rarely completed with the
:eduu and the result is trash strewn about by the win'

CL.. anima.is.
After 3 years with Army and 8 with the Air 7cre tn.,

poorest housing I have ever seen. Its quite sad tha:
a:- ° welfae recipients are provided better housing thlai

those of serving in the forces. If Edwards was not situated
ro .a: from the civilized world, 1 would not live in :hese
quar ters !

:out next survey might include how the quality of the
;oveznment furnished dwellings affect one's career decision.
% o"Quality Force" the people are going to require quality
.ronm their employer.

,-i. ;own my residence. Your survey is biased toward
ry housing. i bought my own home because governmtr.:

. y in Cnis area is poor.
- .sre r too much emphasis on the appearance of

ig, nor quality of housing. Ease wastes time and mco.:v
.D.i a c eani g exterior, ensuring grass is cur-, zlc.

. *2ouid be improved by: :arger rooms and quieter
. <a.. ear th~ouh walls,. And taking the time rc ge:

-; occupants who refuse to adhere to smanda: .s c:
a- r respctr or others.
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:~.In my l imitred exper ience wi tih MiI Itary Family Hiousi ag
-:rt-e bocQes: pio!ems to be: (2) Storage space

".id -- he requiremnents for thie number of bedrooms for a

Although we are in the military and move frequently, we-
socnmate a lot of belongings. W- th the increase in
s~uwao>shipping weights, we accumulate even more.

:.cu--:.era cases don't have garages and no housing i've been
na(_ a b~asement. We are forced to store items in -he
ic!o cz purchase storage build ings of our own that en'U UoD

me o ved or sold when we PCS.
1re family members often have to crowd into a house

u _cause of a relative living with them or the ages oftez
ine.I feel the eligibility requirement shoul' d be

zhdn-ged to allow for aged, immediate relatives that are
nepeer.r~n on the sponsor. Children should be a'l.owed rooms

ne:own,, instead of 24 to a room thlat's not big enouq n

- eel --nat contract cleaning should be reinstated.
Lou c-:an'tr pass an inspecti on ifyou c. ean I t yru-s--' : and

:.±.you cn up paying up to $300 of non-reim.oursable mn'
ra contractor to clean it for you. He passes oty

pc..t cs within 'the Houzing Management of--ce.
~eau~g isan unnecessary burden placed on the member!
O ver_-all 14 ME n e eds t-o be torn *down and rebut Ma:.

-e !)a-*- to the 1940s and 930s: Today's membersreue
ccc oom to ive, eso:eciai ly those who I~ve in .MFH a::.

:ercareec,. Updating and refurbiDshning only makes it !ook
.e :r . Iake thern more livable and more people would
~~tzethem and not complain as much as they do.

-3-. Alt:hough the base house is exceilent size, m'e niarrow
~ wou~d not: pasS our large_ cazbinets for use In

~sar. bed-.ooms! Thierefo.re, all cab:nets and n-utc-nes are
.~~isaria makes th.e house= seem small and cluttered.

mnkthis surv.ey is more for people thatr
live off base and choose where and what Iv ink
-ange. You qive me more money and I w-l iv .

a :r can answer Very Satisf ied to all 'Your1
n.. nrlyou do that. have no cormmrent.

a~ . s an abuI-dance of base hous:ing Air Force w:.'-
~-s n aoe. Ifeel there should ie r

~i0:1n onous-4ncg for our young married airmen, E-4 ann_
w :.. arne ones htan>sa:romocu

. _. An E-5 o:, above who Lives or. base is wasting money iny
sngin real estate: (no- t,-o include th'e high rcost

.i: oDane does not have an Airmeri's C-'.ub for the lower
r aiimen wnor -are or drinkinga age. There is no pacrkaqce



s Z. .e on th zase. --,e base does not have faci".t1ies ar--
enoo~to .old teens.

~*7e e'- 6 es t-o b)e increased not decreased, when the cost
of --viag inacrease is given. As it stands now, we go one

.zor :D;ward and three steps back! Less VHA and cost of
living increases causes displacement.

.~. Mno7 h-ousig is by far the most poorly maintained
nuus-ng area we have seen. it may not be_ the wor-st in thte

AF lout :.t is -ar f,'rom the top. The best housing area
7yV ever seen is at Vance AFB, OK. Not only was it we!-
~ata'), ut it was ma.Litained with ault and pride.

Th-ous.in-g at Minot is run down. Repairs are done poorly
y u_ can get maintenance to respond) and maintenance

zeopeust- don't seem to care.

rent and util-ties average $400 mo-re than my
ComIrInnn quarters and VHiA. T-his is -for a large (1100 sa

orne n.earoom, 1 1/2 bath apartment 10 miles from thIe
base.. The problem is that 'my VHA is based on the zip code

.e Air Force oase. rather than reflecting tne-- true
ma rxet cost o;r nousing off b ase. My wife's work is such.

:n~: vi.ng wnere we do is a much better choice than liv"n
on the iaase. But we are penaized. to an extreme for o
cnG Ice .

1would have liked to see a section comparing m:.'ita'
-- sirng to civilian housing. I hnave only been at my presen'_
u- Dtazion for 7 1/2 months. I maintain a residence f

-cau-se feel military housing is substandard.

Here on Eglin, we experience electr-calj surges tr.ia:
zhe power out at least five times a week. We are i-

~nsiehousing ienovat.;or and some of the
-oaniesI noted in this survey will be correcteuz.

:ryour con-cern in our welfare. I understand
racorbut :feel the Air Force shoulo. -ar-e a
~oc athowthe proritize people on their housinq

:n my opinion, single Pare,~ atn/apyn o
along with those families PCS from other :Da---

nave the hnighnest priority. Es p e ia'.Iiy thos e sil --:
(4and below) where financial problems are bound

.our(i.e. rent, utilities, child care, etc.). Base
:a.-.n .. eip uz out tremenclously.

liak'es too -on g Ito get n 7-c tO.ti nouS -.g.

linve in ml'::arv hous,,inn a,:zse Ct Ca i:swie.
fl .iht path of aifc;:aft, of fte n

ri.1  hls is a stupi-d place tc, put b as c
a 0-1:o :i 'eds -o *;) placea on where oase osn



ad oa a: what amenities are compare' to it. nyr
people are satisfied with where trielr I .oU L

SAlso a big problem is traffic. We have actual
r~a~ic ams in base housing during rush hour. It wa. a
wore y de liberately closing off access to the main road_ L.y

Putti~ng up barriers. We can't get out of the housing airea
w--th-out an inconvenient diversion. When asked, the base
cc8Tiuia-aer said they did it to control speeding on the main
--ad whiich parallels the highway.

§:.4. C.rnig here from a 41 year overseas tour, I was not in a
pc6-7ion to purchase a house. My housing allowance w~
a;;zroxi-mat[_ely $630. It would cost me about $950-1000 per,
-ux: :c ent and cover utilities. So from an economica*

~:an~ontI am extremely pleased. The maintenance
"Zng Is exceilen'. The only drawbacks 1 can see i

che n.ouses could have a little more room anc. privacy.
Lue ase housing is outstanding.

oncerning the Questions 30 and 31. Questrlon 30
lty of Maintenance & Repair is adequate at th-

-7 ji owever, when I first moved In, Oct 35, :t wo.u -

~ria month ;'_or maintenance to prepare this home. flau
,.~ady si.gned for the house and my BAQ was stopped.7

:10t afford to live downtown for a month and not
v~my BAQ just because I had signed for a house an--

4_t -:or maintenance a month. So I waived maintena -nc:
iand repaired as much as I could. Thinqs th'-at- w

a *owed to rix, would not get fixed, ,was to-l
~dmaintenance.
~smon31, Quality of Repairs and :4ainte nazce. m

-aimten a a o oua_ , ~ut the quality of the products they art
t r~ c install is low. Therefore, they co D ack.

~ :~esamte thing, time and time again.
Q uestio ns 47 & 48. My wir:e and :are very :::~

wn.cur resid~ence. However, we are told that certain
~iancezL are only for of ficers ani not enlisted, orz:0

cQ;cain things can only be done to your house because of
'ur La n k.

r, iAaizriiig time to get oni base. Hepfulness of realto-m
-nocating housing to buy/rent/lease. Off" base housin(

at.navailable at the hnousing office.

i .also need to address the service a person receiVteo_
~a isirn Offce. For: example, rental zois

-?a:c:. 0!1 my recent: move_ to Reese AFE, TX,
Lv'~munt .s to r4et a copy of the fl4 ln o

Ahoe iousing 0Offrce heehas a tr ri zDe
Fi: e xamo-e, tle manager Las of fereci a hci..z;- 'o

-.e at o)nce _an c-aimed selective memory. ,
.our~~ o i;e n he AF :s at Maxwell AF-:.



Vi. .s-:&c: .- e~sple up-to-date computer :stlngs of al
ava,' e _rentais and real y provide great service.

>3. W 've been stationed at Hill AFB, Ellsworth AFB, and
Patrick A. While living at all three in base housing, we
.ere told that in tine thev would be tearing down certain
sections and re-building or renovating the housing that is

. -i had nevr_ been one durinc the time we were
and we were in those housing areas for six and three
S_ _-c:_vely. However, we just moved to Patrick AFE
a .-n been here one month. Unless you are a se---'
, :.e housing that's out there is very poor. Some of

4:_-ch cou*d be described as sub-standard or to -se a
.4 . , "slums." Why can't I ive in a :.cus e

_)e embarrassed to show my relatives' ind a_ an -

uaces are costing me over S300 a month, and _z_
. worth's rebel heights is very, very bad. Chef,

833



2~p endi x C: Acro-nvr2ns and Abbreviations

.. .. ....Air Force Family Survey

...... ir Force institute of Technology

iFT.........Ar Force Manpower and Personnel Centez

.. .. ....Air Force Spouse Survey

-. .. .. .. .. Basic Allowance -for Quarters

.... Civilian Health and Medica7~ Program of

Uniformed Services

S.... ....ContinentalI- United States

. . .. .. . . ... partment of Defense

..... ax-rum A"''owabie Housing Cost

.... '4ia rv F amily Housing

.... Military Construction

....... ....Overseas Housing Allowance

:.... ... .. ermanent Change of Station

- .... .. .. . .Post. x7 change

... .. . . . .~ Sr stica: Analysis System

~~ Stat-es AirF- c

.... United State-, Army in Europe

..... it ed States Genieal Accountin..-g Cfiz

..... ....Variable Housing Allowance



AtDoendix : OuestionnaireResporses

The iuesticns from the questionnaire are provided becw

tc owed by the variable name used in the calculations wit,

a-zissociated frequency count and percentages.

wh~us your iank.

_. A2- SRA .. 2LT -Capt

_. - TSgt S. Ma- - Lt Cal
"Sgt - CMSgt 6. Col or above

CumulatIve Cumulative
A Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i 6 0.7 36 I0.7
_49 44.3 L8 5  55.1
63 18.8 248 73.8

-t 4 .4.0 2s37.847 14 0 295 8

22 9.5 327 97.3
9 2.7 336 i00.0

H 'org have you been in the military?

ess than 2 years
i years, but less than 4 years
4 years, but .ess than 8 years

* . years, cut LesZ than I2 years

Il years, but less than 16 years
I S6 years, but less than 20 years

:ears or more

Cumulative Cumulative
areouency Percent Frequency ?ercent

13 3.9 13 3.9

"ii3 51 15.2
16 . 117 34.3

S173530
-32 69.0

193 2'97 8 .4
- 11.i 6 230 0 0

cD



-. ~ ou intend ro remain i'n the service until1 eliaci
-a:eas: 2 vear-s'i

-. roz-ar)I not
Uncertain
Proija l~y yes
D..eZinitely yes

6.7have already served 20 or more years

Cumulative Cumu' at~ve
3''Y FreauencY Percent Frequency Perctn:

-33 - - 38 11.

-40 41.7 173 53.0
259 77.1
3 00 89.3

20 tS.0 2095.2

Cumuiative C um u at:
- .enx' Percent Frequency Percent

333 100.3

pe a .- L, , t I--

yea - lesL '.. a -a s

- - D ju -ess tan; ye yar
yea~s oL- more



C-,muiat--ve Cumul at-,ve
"Cv Percent Frequency Percent

2 0.6 2 0.6
41 12.2 43 12.8

9327.7 136 40.5
46t7 19.9 203 60.4

82 24.4 285 84.3
51 15.2 336 100.0

1 1: ~s Your mariz: status?

Married - livi-g with spouse
-. Separated
~.Divorced
-. IXowed

S. Single - never been married

Cumulative Cumulative
-R- Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

317 94.6 317 94.6
7 2.1 324 96.7
9 '2.7 333 99.4

32 0.6 335 100.0

Frequency Missing = 1

-* h n ow many government dwellings have you resided s-nce:
~1ing the mil itary?

1. 1 -2 4. 7 - 8
3 4 .9- 10

3 -6 6. more than. 10

Cumulative Cumulat-Lve
-c~cy Percent Frequency Percent

1705. 170 52.0
102 31.2 272 33.

9.5 303 92.7
4.0 316 96.6

1.3 398.5
0.9 325 99.4
0.3 326 99.7

1 0.3 327 100.0

Fr~equenicy Missinq 9



:. H.I :a2.Y~ cn :Cen do you have livinq with you?

None 4. 3
2. i5. 4

6. 5 or more

Cumul ative Cumula::ve
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

77 22.9 77 22.3
93 27.7 170 50.6

125 37.2 295 37.3
S-S 3.3 323 6i

3 2.4 331 98.5
5 1.5 336 i00.0

. How many other relatives do you have livIng with you
,parent, brother/siser, etc)?

None 4. 3
5. 4

3. 2 6. 5 or more

Cumulative Cumulative
S Frequency Percent Frequency Percen:

327 D7.3 327 97.3
7 2.1 334 99.4

0. 335 99.7
3.3 336 13!C.O

.ocation and Type of Permanent Housing

.. . are you currently living?

U.S. government-owned fam.ly housing
-. zen:;.=ase economy (civilian) housing

Own or are bDuying current residence

Cumulative Cumuiatve
F Frequency Percent Frequency Percen:

40. 40.3

-7 .336 O130.0
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ri '. ere would you prefer to live?

I.U.S. government-owned family housing
-. Rent/lease economy (civilian) housing

Personally owned residence

Cumulative Cumulative
: ' Frequency Percent Frequency Percenz

9 17.6 59 17.6

28 8.3 87 25.9
248 73.8 335 99.7

0.3 336 100.0

" n what style of housing are you currently living?

1. Single-family, detached
2. Duplex
3. Townhouse or row house
4. Apartment (1-3 story bldg)

Apartment (high rise, more than 3 story b'dg)
6. Mobile home

Cumulative Cumulative
" Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

164 48.8 164 48.8
63 18.8 227 67.6
-51 -7.3 285 84.8
39 11.6 324 96.4
3 0.9 327 97.3
9 2.7 336 100.0

-- . .- ' "ong have you lived in your current residence.

_ Less than 6 months
5 months - less than I year
i year - less than 2 years

4 2 years - less than 3 years
3 years - less than 4 years

-. 4 years or longer

(j19



Cumu l ative Cumu arIve
U L="uency Percent Frequency Percenz

60 17.9 60 17.G

75 22 .3  -35 40.2
3 74 22.0 209 62.2

4. 14.3 257 76.5
40 i1.9 2 7 83.4
39 11.6 336 i00.0

--. Satisfact-on with Permanent Housing

,.es _ons 14 to 48:

_. Very Satisfied
Satisfied

1. Somewhat Satisfied
4. Nether Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
0. Somewhat Dissatisfied
6. Dissatisfied

Very Dissatisfied

14. Overall size of residence

Cumulative Cumulative
'SA - Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

68 20.3 68 20.3
12 33.4 180 53.7
0 , LS.2 241 71.9

4.256 76.4
Sii 293 87.5

U 31 9.3 324 96.7
3.3 335 100.0

Frequency Missing 1
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Cumulative Cumulative
3A Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

52 15.5 52 13.3
2 109 32.5 1 48.:
56 16.7 217 64.8

4 14 4.2 231 69.0
50 14.9 281. 83.9
36 10.7 317 94.6
i8 5.4 335 00 .0

Frequency Missing = I

_3. Humber of bedrooms

Cumulative Cumulative
HISAT3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

73 21.3 73 2>3
_ 4 43.0 217 64.
47 14.0 264 78.3
i 5. 4.5 279 83.3

5.7 293 89.0
6 26 7.8 324 96.7

-3.3 335 100.0

Frequency Missing = 1

i7. Livingidining room sizes

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

3 4 16.1 54 .16.1

105 31.3 159 47.5
"36 19.7 225 67.2

4.5 240 71.6
5 5.2 291 86.9

9.6 323 96.4
i2 3.6 335 100.0

F-equency :4issinq I



Cumulative Cumulative
eF nquency Percent Frequency Percent

22 4 12.2
i00 29.9 141 42.:

3 59 17.6 200 59.7
S28 8.4 228 68.1

49 14.6 277 82.7
6 37 11.0 314 93.7

21 6.3 335 :00.0

Frequency Missing = 1

}. Number of bathrooms

Cumulative Cumulative
HJi Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

_ 63 26.3 88 26.3
142 42.4 230 68.7
-.3 8.4 258 77.0
23 6.9 281 83. 9
18 5.4 299 89.3

17 5.7 316 94.3
7 1.7 335 i00. 0

Frequency Missing i

Z3. Operating condition of the (installed) kitchen
ap~piances

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

77 23.0 77 23.0
-45 43.3 222 66.3

55.5 274 81.8
13 5.4 292 07.2
19 5.7 311 92.8

4.8 327 97.6
- 2.4 335 100.0

Frequency Missing

9-



" . uber of kitchen appliances furnished

Cumulative Cumulative
HSA73 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

_ 79 23.7 79 23.7
154 46.1 233 69.8

3 38 11.4 271 81.1
4 31 9.3 302 90.4
- 15 4.5 317 94.9
6 3.6 329 98.5

4 1.2 333 99.7
0.3 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

Laundry faciities

Cumulative Cumulative
z:A Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

54 16.1 54 16.1
- 37.0 178 53.1
3 49 14.6 227 67.8

37 11.0 264 78.8
27 8.1 291 86.9
23 6.9 314 93.7

7 18 5.4 332 99.1
3 0.9 335 100.0

Frequency Missing 1

£3. urity of the water source

Cumulative Cumulative
.-SATi3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

- 12. 2 41 12
96 28.7 137 40.9
42 12.5 179 53.4
49 14.6 228 68.1
43 12.8 271 80.9

6 36 10.7 307 91.6
3 3 335 100.0

equency Mlssing 1
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ectrical service

Cumulative Cumulative
"-SA:1 F Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i 62 18.5 62 13.5
159 47.5 221 66.0
40 11.9 261 77.9
29 8.7 290 86.6
S25 7. 315 94.0

6 9 2.7 324 96.7
11. 3.3 335 i00.0

Frequency Missing =

Z7:. Hot water supply system

Cumulative Cumu.at-ve
HSAT2 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i 71 21.2 72 21 2
158 47.2 229 68.4

3 59 17.6 288 86.0
21 6.3 309 92.2

5 12 3.6 321 95.8
8 2.4 329 98.2
6 i.8 335 00 .0

Frequency Missing = I

S. Heating system (including insulation)

Cumulative Cumulative
HSA211 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

50 14.9 50 14.9
i20 35.8 170 50.7

3 57 17.0 227 67.8
24 7.2 231 74.9
34 i0.i 285 85.1
29 3.7 314 93.7
14 4 2 328 97.9
7 2 1 335 100.0

Frequenicy Misszng 1
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-7. A r conditioning system

Cumulative Cumulative

HS.ATI4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

7 41 12.2 41 12.2
2 108 32.2 149 44.5

45 13.4 194 57.9
4 24 7.2 218 65.1

30 9.0 248 74.0
6 21 6.3 269 80.3

2.4 4.2 283 84.5
o 32 15.5 335 100.0

Frequency Missing = I

23. Cost of utilities

Cumulative Cumulative
.SAn15 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

_ 48 14.3 48 14.3
68 20.3 116 34.6
31 9.3 147 43.9

4 38 11.3 185 55.2
37 11.0 222 66.3
2.9 5.7 241 71.9

7 20 6.0 261 77.9
3 74 22-1 335 100.0

Frequency Missing = 1

9. Cost of housing

Cumulative Cumulative
A6 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

44 13.1 44 13.1
52 15.5 96 28.7
4.12 .2 137 40 9
43 12.8 180 53.7
47 14.0 227 67.8
ij 5.7 246 73.4

" 23 6.9 269 '0.3
66 1).7 335 100.0

Frequency Missing 1
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"0. Ava=ability of maintenance and repair services for
your resruence

Cumulative Cumulative
HSAT1? Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

46 13.7 46 13.7
i4 34.0 160 47.3

3 66 19.7 226 67.5
-4.0

20 6.0 293 87.3
5.i 3i0 92.5
4.2 324 96.7
3.3 335 00 .0

Frequency Missna z

Quality of maintenance and repair services on your
esdeace

Cumulative Cumulative
Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

4! i2.3 41 12.3
114 34.1 75 4 4

17.1 212 63.5
50 15.0 262 78.4

8.7 291 37.1
14 4.2 305 91.3
14 4. 2 319 95 .
-1 4.5 334 100.0

Frequency Missing z 2

i:. er.:cnaI safety and security

Cumulative Cumulative
r equency Percent Frequency Percen:

65 19.5 65 19.5
"39 41.6 204 61.1
3 57 20.1 271 1.1

4 33 9.9 304 31.0
4.8 320 95.8

6 2.4 328 93.2
..8 334 100.0

Frequency Missing 2
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-eatee o: 2rvacy

Cumulative Cumu ative
-.. Freauencv°  percent Frequency Percent

57 17.0 57 17.3
95 28.4 152 45.4
6S 20.3 220 65.7
29 8.7 249 74.3
43 12.8 292 87.2
-6 4.8 308 91.9
27 8.1 335 :00.0

Frequency MissIng 1

.Ex:'ena. appearance or residence

Cumulative CumulatIve
:::ATZ F ?requency Percent Frequency Percent

=9 17.6. 59 17.6
i18 35.2 177 52.8

6i 18.2 238 71.0
40 ii.9 278 83.0
30 9.0 308 91.9
16 4.8 324 96.7
S3.0 334 99.7

0.3 335 00 .0

Frequency Missing I

Appearance of the neighborhood

Cumulative Cumul ative
.AX q equency Percent Frequency Percent

7 17.0 57 17.0
128 38.2 183 55.2

5 19.4 250 74.6
37 i1.0 287 85.7

ci26 7.3 313 93.4
6 1.8 319 95.2

3.9 332 99.1
3 0.9 335 i00.0

7requency Missing
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: umber of recreational facilities for oewrnagey

Cumulative Cumulative
H.-T23 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i6 4.8 16 4.3
41. 12.3 57 17.i

3 40 12.0 97 29.1
4 63 18.9 160 48.0

31 9.3 191 57.4
20 6.0 211 63.4
26 7 .8 237 71 .2
96 28.8 333 100.0

Frequency Missing = 3

37. Availability of recreational facilities for teenagers

Cumulative Cumuiat-ve
HSA7-4 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

i6 4.8 16 4.8
46 13.8 62 13.6

S33 10.5 97 29.1
4 69 20.7 -66 49 .3

i3 0 196 58.9
16 , 4.3 212 63.7

7 "- 7.8 23H 7L.5
95 28.5 333 100.0

requency Missing 3

36. Na;nber of recreational facilities for preteens

Cumulative Cumulative
HSAT25 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

17 5.1 17 5
a9 14.7 66 19. 3
40 12.0 106 31.3
69 20.7 175 52.6
3 10.5c 210 63.1

6. 231 69.4
Ali 9.0 261 78.4
72 21.6 333 10.0

Frequency Miig 3 3
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39. Availability of recreational facilities for preteens

Cumulative Cumulative
HSAT26 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

18 5.4 18 5.4
2 48 14.4 66 19.8
3 38 11.4 104 31.1
4 77 23.1 181 54.2
5 32 9.6 213 63.8
6 22 6.6 235 70.4

31 9.3 266 79.6
3 68 20.4 334 i00.0

Frequency Missing = 2

40. Convenience of residence to piayyards/playgrounds

Cumulative Cumulative
HSA7, Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

- 36 - i0.8 36 10.8
- 79 23. 7 115 34.4

47 14.1 162 48.5
4 46 13.8 208 62.3
3 31 9.3 239 71.6
6 29 8.7 268 80.2

25 7.5 293 87.7
41 12.3 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

A1. Convenience of residence to youth activity centers

Cumulative Cumulative
HSAT28 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

22 6. 6 22 6. 6
- 72 21.6 94 28.1

33 11.4 132 39.5
68 20.4 200 59.9
28 8.4 228 68.3
28 8.4 256 76.6

25 7.5 281 84.3
6 33 15.9 334 i00.0

Frequency Missing = 2
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.. Convenience of residence to base or duty station

Cumulative Cumulative
SAT29 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

S72171 2.i3
2 14 37.1 195 58.4
3 53 15.9 248 74.3
4 30 9.0 278 83.2

30 9.0 308 92.2
15 4.5 323 96.7

8 2 .4 331 99.1
3 0 9 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

4-. Convenience of residence to medical dispensary/clinic

Cumulative Cumulative
HAT3 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

64 19.2 64 19.2
127 38.0 191 57.2

3 63 18.9 254 76.0
4_23 8.7 283 84.7

21 6.3 304 91.0
6 19 5.7 323 96.7

.3.3 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

Convenience of residence to major medical facilities

Cumulative Cumulative
- -7requency Percent Frequency Percent

53 15.9 53 15.9
125 37.4 178 53.3
57 17.1 235 70.4

- 34 10.2 269 80.5
28 8.4 297 83.9
i6 4.8 313 93.7

7 i9 5.7 332 99.4
2 0.6 334 100.0

Frequency Missing : 2

100



. Availability of child care services and facilities

Cumulative Cumulative
HSA:32 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

I 27 8.1 27 8.1
2 61 18.3 88 26.3

33 9.9 121 36. 2
476 22.8 197 59.0

29 8.7 226 67.7
6 21 6.3 247 74.0
7 15 4.5 262 78.4

72 21.6 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2

46. Accessibility of public transportation

Cumulative Cumulative
HSAT33 Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

* 19 5.7 19 5.7
2 40 12.0 59 17.7

29 8 .7 88 26.3
4 79 23.7 167 50.0

27 8 194 58.:
30 9.0 224 67.
54 i6.2 278 83. 2
56 16.8 334 i00.0

Frequency Missing 2

47. Overall, how satisfied are you with the adequacy of
yo,.;r residence?

Cumulative Cumulative
ME-mBER Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

56 16.8 56 16.8
-16 34.7 172 51.5
3 71 21.3 243 72.8
4 21 6.3 264 79.0
5 45 13.5 309 92.5

'5 4.5 324 97.0
7 10 3.0 334 100.0

Frequency Missing = 2
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46. Overall, how satisfied is your spouse with the adequacy
of your residence,

Very Satisfied
-. Satisfied
.Somewhat Satisfied

4. Neutral
Somewhat Dissatisfied

6. Dissatisfied
Very Dissatisfied

8. Does Not Apply

Cumulative Cumulative
SPOUSE Frequency Percent Frequency Percent

- 49 14.7 49 14.7
2 95 28.4 144 43.3

68 20.4 212 63.5
23 6.9 235 70.4

3 42 12.6 277 82.9
C -3 5.4 295 88.3
7 20 6.0 315 94.3
a 19 5.7 334 100.0

Frequency Missing 2
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